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ABSTRACT 

 

Space robotic systems are increasing in complexity and versatility to tackle more advanced 

tasks in orbit. Using robots aims at reducing the costs by avoiding the design of life support 

systems, but their level of autonomy must be constantly improved to reach the human skills 

and dexterity. They will slowly replace astronauts for future missions for tasks performed in 

both orbital and planetary scenarios. To that end, the sensing capabilities of the robotic 

systems are critical to provide suitable and accurate measurements to the control algorithms. 

Therefore, the Integrated 3D Sensors (I3DS) project aims at providing future space 

missions with a standardized suite of sensors in terms of electrical, thermal, and mechanical 

interfaces with the core vehicle. 

I3DS Integrated 3D Sensors is a project co-funded under Horizon 2020 EU research and 
development program and part of the Strategic Research Cluster on Space Robotics 
Technologies as the Operational Grant n°4 among 6. 

Each OG deals with different aspects of a robotic system whether it is for orbital or planetary 

track. 

I3DS project intends to develop a generic modular Inspector Sensors Suite (INSES) which 

will be a smart collection of building blocks and a common set of various sensors answering 

the needs of near-future space exploration missions in terms of remote and contact sensors 

with integrated pre-processing and data concentration functions. 

The sensors suite proposed for I3DS has been selected from a wide range of sensors 

suitable for diverse scenarios and subsets are to be defined according to the application 

whether it will be for space rendezvous (cooperative or non-cooperative) or rover exploration. 

This document includes the Interface Control Document for the Operational Grants (OG) that 

have been awarded in Call 1 of the SRC. These OGs develop basic building blocks that, at a 

later stage in the SRC, will be assembled into application solutions and finally fly as part of 

the In-Orbit Demonstration (IOD) in the timeframe 2023-2024. 

Though it is not intended to integrate the results (intermediate and final) of the OGs as part of 

the current activities, it is important that these building blocks are designed to be intrinsically 

compatible. 

 

The document provides also the I3DS design description and its different interfaces 

definitions with the interactions needed between our OG4 and the other OGs so that in a 

following phase they can seamlessly work together. This document contains a definition of 

our OG4 I3DS product definition, the use-case definition as well as a building blocks 

description with the architecture of I3DS. 
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1 Design Description 

 General Description 1.1

What is I3DS ?  

I3DS Integrated 3D Sensors is a project co-funded under Horizon 2020 EU research and 

development program and part of the Strategic Research Cluster on Space Robotics 

Technologies as the Operational Grant n°4 among 6. 

What is I3DS for ? 

 I3DS objective: enhance EU industry competitiveness for future robotic 

missions by preparing key building blocks for operation in space 

environments 

To boost the European space competitiveness, the industry must develop robotic spacecraft 

that will be able to understand their environment, to be freed from human monitoring to 

enable complex operations in remote environments.  

 I3DS mission: realise a suite of perception sensors that will allow 

localisation and map-making for robotic inspection of orbital assets and 

for planetary surface exploration 

 

 I3DS key goal: Develop a harmonised and modular suite of sensors with 

common interface  

The project team will therefore design a new robotic spacecraft architecture, an INSES: an 

Inspection Sensor Suite composed of various and dedicated state-of- the-art sensors 

allowing the spacecraft to be “aware” of its environment and then to act accordingly thanks to 

the real-time processing of the data coming from the sensors. 

I3DS (Integrated 3D sensors) is a generic and modular system answering the needs of 

near-future space exploration missions in terms of remote and contact sensors with 

integrated pre-processing and data concentration functions. It consists in state-of-the art 

sensors and illumination devices integrated in a coherent architecture as inter-changeable 

building blocks and targeting a vast range of missions such as interplanetary missions, 

formation flying missions, non-cooperative target capture such as debris removal missions, 

cooperative rendezvous: servicing & spacetugs, landers, rovers,etc... 

The architecture of I3DS enables pushing the vision sensors as part of future exploration 

satellite platforms standard GNC units. It enables computing navigation solutions with on-

board computers to be available for post-2020 missions autonomously from Ground. To do 

so, the data throughput provided by the sensors is pre-processed (filtering, compression, 

correction of distortions) by dedicated boards within I3DS. I3DS provides also an abstraction 

of the many electrical interfaces of the sensors by centralising the data flux using dedicated 
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communication nodes. The mechanical interface is also simplified through the integration of 

the different sensors and boards in an integrated module. 

The I3DS design enables easy and low-cost configurations and reconfigurations of a robotic 

platform for any mission using the modular sensors. The I3DS project intends to develop 

autonomous robotic platforms to achieve a large scope of spatial mission. Ultimately, two 

demonstrators will be tested in laboratory, thanks to appropriate tests benches and 

infrastructures in order to demonstrate the INSES concept modularity and performances 

The consortium will demonstrate that two different robotic spacecraft architectures, each 

(one for orbital mission and one for planetary mission in compliance with the SRC roadmap 

demonstration scenario) being the object of a dedicated use case, can address every space 

missions in which exteroceptive & proprioceptive sensors are required. 

 To achieve its objectives, the consortium will gather: 

 Building blocks (sensors) provided by state-of- the-art providers and specialists, 

giving modularity and pre-processing capabilities to the different sensors; 

 Specialists in data fusion and processing capabilities to specify, design, integrate 

and test a whole robotic system architecture (namely two different architectures); 

 Specialists in system architectures and GNC performance breakdown to specify the 

sensors and peripheral system requirements as well as designing the two different 

housings and whole robotic spacecraft; 

 Actors disposing of tests infrastructures who will elaborate the use cases and 

analyse the data, demonstrating the relevance of the two architectures with regards 

to the space industry incoming needs 

What is inside I3DS ?  

 

Figure 1 – I3DS concept 
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 OG4 I3DS Product Definition 1.2

In the frame of this activity, it is proposed to bring together the following elements:  

 Projected projection for 3D imaging – provided by SINTEF 

 Illumination for 3D imaging – provided by SINTEF 

 Time of Flight camera (ToF) – COTS provided by TAS-F 

 Star tracker – provided by TERMA 

 Stereo camera – provided by COSINE 

 High resolution camera – provided by COSINE  and one COTS provided by TAS-F 

 Thermal infrared camera (TIR) camera – provided by COSINE 

 LIDAR – COTS provided by TAS-F 

 RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging) – provided by HERTZ 

 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) –  provided by TAS-UK 

 Force/torque sensors and tactile sensors – provided by PIAP 

 

The sensor suite is interfaced with an Instrument Control Unit (ICU) in charge of routing the 

information from each sensor and in charge of the pre-processing. The ICU is provided by 

TAS-UK with TAS-E support. 

The pre-processing algorithms are done by University of Cranfield and the overall software 

development is done by SINTEF and TAS-UK. 

TAS-F and TAS-I provides system expertise for orbital and planetary tracks respectively. 

 

 Product Tree  1.2.1

The product tree shown in the next figure describes the main components of the OG4 sensor 

suite exposed to the other OG's through the interface described in this ICD. 
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Figure 2 – Product Tree of the I3DS sensor suite 

 

The sensor items in the product tree are: 

 The star tracker that finds the orientation and location of the vessel using the stars. 

 The time of flight (TOF) camera that captures depth images to generate 3D point 
clouds. 

 The stereo camera that delivers two synchronized image streams that can be 
processed into a disparity map and 3D point clouds. 

 The high-resolution camera that delivers a monochrome image stream.  

 The thermal infra-red (TIR) camera that delivers thermal image stream. 

 The force/torque sensors and contact/tactile sensors that delivers the contact 
information with the target used in the final docking phase of a rendezvous.  

 The light detection and ranging (LIDAR) that delivers distance measurements to be 
used to generate 3D point clouds. 

 The radar that is used for ranging measurements. 

 The inertial measurement unit (IMU) that keeps track of the systems rotational and 
spatial acceleration, and feeds data into a Kalman filter to keep track of the systems 
state. 

 
For illumination items the projected pattern illumination can be used with the high-
resolution camera and a pre-processing algorithm to create 3D point clouds. The wide-angle 
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torch provides general illumination when needed for both the high-resolution and stereo 
cameras. 
 
The ICU contains the SpaceWire networking equipment for connecting devices and high-

performance MPSoC and FPGA for control of the devices, processing of data streams and 

interfacing with the OBC over SpaceWire. 

The software components of the system are pre-processing of imaging streams, the 

sensor interfaces for controlling and accessing the sensors, the system interface for 

receiving commands and sending data to the OBC, and the real-time operating system. 
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 Sensors description 1.2.2

In the following section, each sensor part of I3DS are described. 

Note that the sensors are being developed therefore some changes in the 

performances can be foreseen before the end of the project. 

1.2.2.1 Illumination devices 

The illumination devices provided for the project are wide angle torch illumination and 

projected pattern illumination. 

The projected pattern illumination can be used with the high resolution camera and a pre-

processing algorithm to create 3D point clouds. 

The wide angle torch illumination provides general illumination when needed for both the 

high resolution and stereo cameras. 

1.2.2.1.1 Pattern Illumination 

The projector will be delivered with a set of pre-stored patterns which will be run using a 

trigger input from the ICU. A sequence of one or more patterns will progress with a new 

pattern for each trig. The sequence repeats when it has come to an end.  

For testing purposes, sets of predefined patterns can be uploaded to the unit using a PC with 

USB output. A manual on how to use the projector and its predefined patterns will be 

provided.  

 

Figure 3 – Overview of the pattern illumination unit 

Blue: frame, green: DMD controller board, red: DMD board, light grey: projector optics, dark 

grey: projector lens, yellow: VCSEL driver, black: cooling fans  
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The previous figure shows schematically the contents of the pattern illumination unit. A 

housing will be built around this structure. The contents of the unit have dimensions of 

226x125x260 mm (w x h x d), as indicated. We assume that outer dimensions will be 50 mm 

larger in all directions, such that the outer dimensions will be 276x175x310 mm. Mounting 

will be at the base of the unit, with six M6 threads. 3 are located 30 mm from the front of the 

unit, spaced by 75 mm, and 3 are located 30 mm from the back of the unit, spaced by 75 

mm. 

NOTE: High intensity infrared optical radiation is emitted from the pattern projector 

(860 nm wavelength). The high power and the lack of blink reflex at this wavelength 

makes this a hazardous light source. Wear proper protective goggles (>OD3) when 

closer than 2 m from the unit.  

The pattern illumination made will be aim at: 

1) project both binary and gray scale patterns 

2) outlight the sun, i.e. do pattern projection on sunlit surfaces 

3) create a dense structured pattern, with up to 1 MPix 3D image. 

These choices are the basis for using a DMD (digital mirror device) for generating patterns 

and a laser, VCSEL, as the illumination source. 

I3DS is aiming for creating the future sensor suite for different autonomous space missions. 

This also include open up for using different pattern projection methods to generate 3D 

measurements of the surroundings. Different methods are possible to realise using a 

diffractive element which fixates the pattern possible to project, while others need to shift 

patterns to do the measurements. Some methods are using binary patterns while others are 

using gray scale patterns. By making a projector with a DMD makes it possible to play 

around with different pattern projection for 3D measurements to find the most suitable for 

different missions.  

VCSELs where the most suitable light source for a DMD projector when the optical power 

wants to be maximized the optical power through a DMD based projector. 

1.2.2.1.2 Wide Angle Illumination 

The wide-angle illumination is based on an LED illumination PCB delivered by Gardasoft In 

front of the board a diffusor might be places to even the illumination and make the field-of-

illumination wider. The tests performed below shows the actual field of illumination is 33º x 

31º (without diffusor) and the illumination's evenness over the field is presented.  
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Figure 4 – Aluminium mounting plate and casing for Gardasoft 

 

 

Figure 5 – Gardasoft LED Illumination PCB used for wide angle illumination 
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1.2.2.2 Star Tracker 

The Star Tracker of I3DS is composed of an Optical Head(OH) and the accompanying 

Electronic Unit (EU) where the software to generate the quaternions will run. 

The EU part of the star tracker can be substituted by an appropriate HW platform interfacing 

with the OH using SpaceWire and processing the OH data using a TERMA delivered library. 

This means that if the on-board operating system supports the real-time requirements 

imposed by the star tracker OH, the main on-board computer can take over the processing 

usually performed by the EU and as such minimize the total mass of the platform.  

In the frame of the project, it was decided within the consortium to use a dedicated EU 

currently under development at TERMA. 

The Star Tracker chosen for I3DS is the T1 from TERMA. 

The main design drivers of the T1 OH have been: 

 Maintain competitive state-of-the art accuracy 

 Provide best-in-class thermal stability 

 Low number of components for highest reliability 

 Optimize parts for large volume manufacturing 

 Very low power – no active cooling 

 Small size 

 

Figure 6 – Star Tracker T1 Camera Head 

A star tracker Electronics Unit (EU), compatible with the new miniaturized Faint Star based 

OH, is currently being developed. The main design drivers have been: 

 Support of two OH’s, each running 10 Hz attitude update rate 

 Low power 

 Compact mechanical outline  

 Low parts count supporting a compact design with high reliability 

 Space qualified components for a 12 year 1000 km LEO or 15 year GEO orbit 

A block diagram of the EU is shown under containing the following main functions: 
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 LEON architecture 

 Two OH SpW interfaces including +5 V with current limit protection 

 Redundant spacecraft interface with synchronization PPS input, based on either SpW 

or RS-422 

 Test interface 

 Internal power supply with redundant +28 V (20-36 V) voltage input 

 Boot, non-volatile and volatile memories 

 Housekeeping circuit for monitoring of voltages, currents and temperatures 

LEON-FT Processor 
including:
1) FPU
2) Memory control 
(with EDAC)
3) IRQ control
4) Possible internal 
memory
5) Timer
6) DSU (board level 
access only)
7) Watchdog

Boot PROM

Non-Volatile 
Memory

Volatile Memory

Redundant
Spacecraft IF      

(SpW/UART* and PPS)

OH1 IF                   
(+5 V, SpW*)

Optional OH2 IF                  
(+5 V, SpW*)

Redundant
+28 V Power IF

Test IF                   
(+5 V, UART*)

Power Supply Unit

Housekeeping 
Circuit (ADC & MUX)

...

WD OSC

Bus switch

 

Figure 7 – STR EU Block Diagram 

 

1.2.2.3 Stereo Camera 

The cosine Stereo Camera (SC) consists of a VIS/NIR sensor, read out electronics, data 

handling and processing unit. This system has been developed for nano sat operations. The 

cosine SC will be based on two main subsystems:  

1. Acquisition board 

2. Camera heads 

The Stereo Camera (SC) system diagram is presented in the following figure: 
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Figure 8 – Stereo camera system 

 

1.2.2.3.1 Acquisition board  

The Acquisition Board is an integrated image acquisition system containing an Altera 

Cyclone IV FPGA, and supports industry-standard Qseven computer-on-module (COM) 

boards for data processing. This subsystem is a cosine internal development effort and has 

been created for cubesat and nanosatellite applications. During the course of the ESA GSTP 

"VIRSI Hyperspectral In Orbit Demonstration" the previously developed EM board has been 

ruggedised for space flight. The definition of the EM and FM boards are presented below: 

 cosine EP9: Acquisition Board Flight Model. This version has been qualified for the 

LM-2D Launch Vehicle (Static load, vibration and shock), has undertaken proton 

irradiation testing campaigns (230 MeV at a fluence of 1011 particles/cm2 and a flux of 

108 particles/cm2/s) and has undergone a full environmental Proto Flight Model 

Testing campaign. The Flight Model is scheduled for launch in August 2017 onboard 

the ESA-Danish Cubesat mission GOMX-4B. 

 cosine EP12: Acquisition Board Engineering Model. This model will be used for the 

I3DS project given the high number of exposed external and debug interface and the 

high level of flexibility with which it can be employed. Communication between the 

Acquisition Board FPGA with hard IP block and the Qseven module is done via 

2xPCIe lanes at 250 MB/s per lane. This is a bi-directional communication featuring 

register access, interrupt control and data transfer. The most powerful processor 

module which can be interfaced on the acquisition board is a 2 core 1.33 GHz with 

integrated GPU Running on board there is a custom C++ code for communicating 

with the FPGA via PCIe, data storage, data processing and communication with a 

platform. A virtual machine is used a user interface to compile / run customized 

software.  
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The Acquisition Board can synchronously acquire images from the Camera Heads 

simultaneously. Operating in stereo applications, the Acquisition Board will ensure that the 

exposure of the two heads begins and ends at the same time. 

FPGA processing features include: 

 JPEG compression 

 black level correction 

 white balance / colour correction (RGB heads only) 

 digital gain 

 time stamping 

 TTL output synchronous to frame rate 

CPU processing features include: 

 customized Linux OS 

 saving data to disk 

 streaming data externally  

 provision for custom high level algorithm for data analysis  

 (e.g.) disparity generation  

 provision for custom high level algorithm for data reduction 

External communication interfaces to the Acquisition Board include: 

 Ethernet – GigE Vision 

 I2C 

 SPI 

 RS-232 

 UART  

 TTL 

The readout of image data and power supply to and from the Camera Heads is conducted 

over a single 7-pos cable from the Acquisition Board to each head; the Acquisition Board 

thus serves as the single interface to the platform, and internally manages the Camera 

Heads attached. Interfaces on the Qseven include a bidirectional PCIe link with the FPGA for 

image data transfer, SATA with the Mass Memory Units (MMU). 

In order to synchronise the sensor exposure with an external (strobed) illumination source, 

the ability to trigger the camera from a TTL input will be developed. This will be an edge 

triggered signal, configurable on the rising or falling edge of the signal. The sensor shutter 

will then open with an accuracy of 10 μs relative to the trigger edge, for a duration of time 

configurable via the GigE Vision interface. 

The Acquisition Board is presented under: 
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Figure 9 – Acquisition board 

 

1.2.2.3.2 Camera Heads L and R 

The camera heads used on the Stereo Camera are the cosine MO6X. This camera model 

comprises of a monochrome 4 Mpx sensor sensible in the visible and near infrared regions. 

Each Camera Head is equipped with its own aluminium housing and a C-mount lens 

interface. The selection of the optics is based on the requirements for the I3DS SC. The L 

and R Camera Heads intraocular distance is 150 mm. 

The SC with the 12 mm optics in the 150 mm interocular distance configuration is presented 

here under: 

 

Figure 10 – Stereo camera  
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The SC comprises of two camera heads. Each camera head comprises of the optics, 

sensors and front end electronics and it is enclosed in its own housing.  

The sensors of the SC camera are a CMOSIS CMV4000, a scientific-quality CMOS image 

sensor with 12-bit resolution, global shutter and a 5.5 μm pixel pitch.  

Each Focal Plane Array (FPA) is interfaced to the Front End Electronics (FEE) which 

performs operations such as control and readout of the sensor, gain control and black level 

correction. 

The FEE acquires the sensor data and stores it in on-board DDR3 memory before passing 

the data on to the Acquisition Board over LVDS. The FEE is also responsible for the clock 

driving the frame rate of the sensor. 

The FEE is comprised of two separate printed circuit boards (PCBs): the first PCB physically 

interfaces with the FPA, providing a mechanical and electrical interface and voltage 

regulation. The second PCB contains the majority of the readout electronics, including 

FPGA, DDR3 and LVDS drivers. 

The two Camera Heads are then installed on an alignment jig. The left camera (L) has 1 

degree freedom (rotation around yaw), while the right camera (R) has tip tilt capabilities and 

translation along Z. The Intraocular distance is defined by the alignment interface. 

The SC camera heads will be aligned in the cosine premises before delivery for the I3Ds 

development activities. 

The standard cosine stereo camera optomechanical baseplate supports intraocular distances 

of 50 mm and 60 mm. For I3DS, a custom baseplate with an intraocular distance of 150 mm 

will be developed. cosine therefore does not take the responsibility in case under the use of 

the project partners the jig deforms and the related alignment is lost. 

 

1.2.2.4 High Resolution Camera 

The cosine High Resolution Camera (HRC) consists of a VIS/NIR sensor, read out 

electronics and data handling and processing unit. This system has been developed for nano 

sat operations. The cosine HRC will be based on two main subsystems:  

1. Acquisition board (cf section on the stereo camera) 

2. Camera head 

The High Resolution Camera (HRC) system diagram is presented in Figure 11 – HR camera system 

 

. 
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Figure 11 – HR camera system 

 

1.2.2.4.1 Camera Head 

This subsystem comprises of the optics, sensors and front end electronics and it is enclosed 

in its own housing. The interface with the acquisition board (power and data) comprises of a 

single 7 pin connector. 

The sensor of the HRC camera is a CMOSIS CMV4000, a scientific-quality CMOS image 

sensor with 12-bit resolution, global shutter and a 5.5 μm pixel pitch.  

The Focal Plane Array (FPA) is interfaced to the Front End Electronics (FEE) which performs 

operations such as control and readout of the sensor, gain control and black level correction. 

The FEE acquires the sensor data and stores it in on-board DDR3 memory before passing 

the data on to the Acquisition Board over LVDS. The FEE is also responsible for the clock 

driving the frame rate of the sensor. 

The FEE is comprised of two separate printed circuit boards (PCBs): the first PCB physically 

interfaces with the FPA, providing a mechanical and electrical interface and voltage 

regulation. The second PCB contains the majority of the readout electronics, including 

FPGA, DDR3 and LVDS drivers. 
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The Camera Head is equipped with a fixed focal length COTS Zeiss Interlock Compact 

2.8/21 lens. The HRC with the 21mm optics is presented in Figure 10 – Stereo camera . 

 

 

Figure 12 – HR Camera 

 

1.2.2.5 Thermal Infrared Camera 

The cosine Thermal InfraRed (TIR) Camera (TC) consists of a micro bolometer sensor, read 

out electronics, data handling and processing unit. This system has been developed for nano 

sat operations. The cosine TC will be based on two main subsystems:  

1. Acquisition board (cf section on the stereo camera) 

2. Camera heads  

The Thermal InfraRed Camera (TC) system diagram is presented here: 
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Figure 13 – TIR camera system 

1.2.2.5.1 Camera Head 

This subsystem comprises of the TC optics, Focal Plane Array (FPA) and front end 

electronics  (FEE) PCB, and FPGA based interface PCB. The TC camera head is equipped 

with mechanical mounting interfaces.  

The sensor of the TC camera is a Xenics XTM-640, a scientific-quality microbolometer image 

sensor with 16-bit resolution, rolling shutter and a 17 μm pixel pitch.  

The FPA is interfaced to the Front End Electronics (FEE) via camera link. This board 

acquires the data and transfer it to the Acquisition Board. 

The TC is equipped with a COTS 10 mm lens objective.  

. 

 

Figure 14 – TIR Camera 
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1.2.2.6 Force/Torque and Tactile sensors 

The Torque and Force Sensor Unit (TFSU) is a part of the subsystem for docking detection. 

It measures torques and forces (6-axis) affecting the Probe Tip during precise docking. 

It consists of 6 transducers: 3 strain gauge force sensors, 3 strain gauge torque sensors 

and 6 identical amplifiers.  

All sensors (without amplifiers) are located inside the flange, mounted between the end 

effector of the manipulator and the Probe Tip. All electronic elements are hidden between 

mounting plates and the ring in the housing unit, while the amplifiers and the PCB 

are located in the separate TF Sensors Electric Box inside the End-Effector Case.  

TFSU consists of 6 analogue transducers (3 for force measurements and 3 for torque 

measurements). Each transducer consists of the strain gauge sensor and the amplifier. All 

sensors (Wheatstone bridges) are mounted inside the flange between the End-Effector of the 

manipulator and the Probe Tip, while the amplifiers are located inside the End-Effector Case. 

This box contains also the PCB, mainly composed of an analogue-digital converter (ADC) 

and LVDS driver.  

Each sensor-amplifier pair is connected by the 5-wire cable: two wires for the power supply, 

two for measurement signal and the last one for electrical shielding. Thus each sensor 

is supplied directly from its amplifier – it doesn’t need an external power supply.  

Each Contact Transducer delivers analogue signal, proportional to the force/torque affecting 

the sensor in each axis. Two-wire signal cable connects each amplifier to the ADC on the 

PCB (next two-wires are for power supply). ADC discretizes analogue signal and transfers 

digital signal using SPI protocol which is then transmitted over LVDS standard. 

 

The Contact Sensors Unit (CSU) is a part of the subsystem for docking detection. It detects 

the contact of the conical Contact Sensors Head of the male Docking Mechanism with 

the inside cone of the target Docking Mechanism (female) and measures the contact normal 

forces during precise docking.  

Contact Sensors Unit consists of 3 identical analogue Contact Transducers and the PCB. 

Each Contact Transducer consists of the strain gauge Contact Sensor and the amplifier. All 

Contact Sensors (Wheatstone bridges) are mounted inside the Contact Sensors Head, while 

the amplifiers are located inside the separate Contact Sensors Electric Box inside the End-

Effector Case. This box contains also the PCB, mainly composed of an analogue-digital 

converter (ADC) and LVDS driver. 

Each sensor-amplifier pair is connected by the 5-wire cable: two wires for the power supply, 

two for measurement signal and the last one for electrical shielding. Thus each sensor 

is supplied directly from its amplifier – it doesn’t need an external power supply.  

Each Contact Transducer delivers analogue signal, proportional to the force affecting 

the Contact Sensor. Two-wire signal cable connects each amplifier to the ADC on the PCB 
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(next two-wires are for power supply). ADC discretizes analogue signal and transfers digital 

signal using SPI protocol which is then transmitted over LVDS standard.  

As mentioned, CSU consists of three Contact Transducers (3-channels output). 

The expansion of three additional Contact Transducers may turn out to be necessary after 

our internal validation tests. However, this expansion will not affect the communication 

interface, nor physical dimensions of Contact Sensors ADC Box. The only (and small) 

change will be in CSU power consumption and mass. 

 

Figure 15 – Force/Torque and Contact Sensors Unit 

The Contact Sensors Unit consists of Contact Sensors located in the Contact Sensors Head 

and 3 amplifiers, located in the Contact Sensors Electric Box inside the End-Effector Case 

The torque and force sensor unit consists of strain gauge torque and force sensors located 

in the flange between the end effector of the manipulator and the Probe Tip and 3 amplifiers 

and PCB, located in the FT Sensors Electric Box inside the End-Effector Case 

 

Figure 16 – Mechanical View Force/Torque and contact/tactile sensor 
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Figure 17 – Physical dimensions of the force/torque sensor 

 

 

Figure 18 – Dimensions Contact/Tactile sensors 

 

1.2.2.7 High Frequency Radar 

The HF Hertz Radar for the I3DS development is provided based on 77 GHz radar modules 

developments. The product will consist of Radar Unit (RU) (8 radar modules joint together to 

ensure desired FoV), Radar Computing Unit (RCU) – responsible for data fusion and pre-

processing and interface enabling connection to I3DS ICU. The product is a prototype 

dedicated for I3DS purposes. The single radar module is on the shelf product (non-space 

technology), nevertheless the system consisting of 8 modules working together is designed 

especially for I3DS project and it is still under development.  
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Figure 19 – Radar System Architecture 

The HF Hertz Radar will consists of Radar Unit (8 radar modules (77 GHz) joint together to 
ensure desired FoV) and separate Radar Computing Unit. They will joint via wire connector.  

The RU will be placed in a doom and the RCU in a box. Both of them are under design and 

their mechanical view and others details will be delivered later 

 

Figure 20 – Radar System Architecture 
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Figure 21 – Radar Expected FoV 

 

1.2.2.8 Inertial Measurement Unit (COTS) 

The Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for the I3DS development is baselined to be based on 

the on-going Single Axis Module (SAM) developments by Thales Alenia Space in the UK 

covering gyro and IMU capabilities. The SAM products will include a mixed signal ASIC to 

offer a highly competitive (mass, power volume, cost) inertial sensor into the space market. 

Together with a performance level for the gyro comparable to a medium performance Fibre-

Optic Gyro (FOG) this offers the optimum European solution to the IMU requirements for a 

developed I3DS capability. 

The SAM developments will provide a fully qualified equipment in the 2019/2020 timescale, 

therefore in order to provide a compatible 3-axis IMU function for the I3DS breadboard on a 

shorter timescale an existing non-space IMU (DMU-30 from SSSL) utilising the same gyro 

detector, but without the space-hardened electronics, will be supplied. 

The flight IMU under development at Thales Alenia Space would then form a compatible 

space equipment for future development. A MATLAB model which encompasses the 

performance of both units is also supplied into the I3DS programme. 
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Angular: 

 Range: +/-490 deg/s 

 Scale Factor Error: +/- 250 ppm 

 Bias Instability: <0.1 deg/h 

 Random Walk: <0.02 deg/√h 
Linear: 

 Range: +/-10g 

 Scale Factor Error: +/- 250 ppm 

 Bias Instability: 15 µg 

 Random Walk: 0.05 m/s/√h 
Data Interface: RS422, serial channels 
Power: 4.75 to 36V, 3-4W 

Volume: 68.5 * 61.5 * 65.5 mm 

Mass: 330g 

 

Figure 22 – DMU30 IMU 

 

1.2.2.9 ToF Camera (COTS) 

The Time-Of-Flight (TOF) camera chosen for the orbital application is based on the pulsed 

technology. The model is the BAS1608 by Basler. It has been chosen for its better 

accuracy of 10mm over a larger range of 13m, compared to the other models currently 

available on the market.  

The primary applications of this product mainly target the following fields:  

- Automation of logistics industries for shipment packaging, 

- Monitoring of assembly lines involving robotics and automated processes,  

- Medical applications for patient monitoring and positioning, 

- Navigation for autonomous vehicles with obstacle detection and positioning. 

- The characteristics presented in the following are mainly taken from the datasheet of 

this camera. 

The dimensions of the camera are given overall by a width of 14cm, a height of 7.6cm and a 

depth of 6.2 cm for a mass of 450g. 

1.2.2.10 Scanning Lidar (COTS) 

The scanning LIDAR system proposed for the I3DS suite is the L3CAM model developed 

by Beamagine. This product is built using the state-of-the-art MEMS technology to provide a 

scanning system without mechanical moving elements, like the standard LIDAR do. This 

feature is a great advantage for potential space applications since the system is expected to 

last longer and to be more robust to high accelerations at launch, or to platform motion in 

orbit. 

Again, no specific developments will be done with respect to the LIDAR since it was not 

initially foreseen as part of the I3DS project. It is thus provided as a COTS element, and only 

a slight customization is performed on the key parameters to better fit the identified use 

cases.  
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The l3CAM is based on a solid state scanning system that does not contain any moving 

element. In addition, it allows to eliminate efficiently the light coming from the scene 

background. This feature increases significantly the robustness and reliability of the depth 

measurement. It reduces the need for very powerful light sources, while simultaneously 

increasing the functional range of the sensor with less light needed for depth measurement. 

The unit is made of a light source and a light sensor, while a dedicated background 

suppression system is embedded. 

The dimensions of the whole unit fits within a box of 15x15x14 cm, with an overall mass of 

only 2kg.  

 

 

Figure 23 – Functional scheme of the L3CAM Lidar by Beamagine 

 

1.2.2.11 HR camera (COTS) 

An additional monocular camera has been bought for the orbital suite to provide a second 3D 

sensor at short range when combined with the pattern projector. The same combination of 

sensor/projector is used in the planetary suite but with the High-Resolution camera 

developed by COSINE for space applications. 

The choice for the monocular High-Resolution camera of the orbital suite is the Ace GigE 

acA2040-25gmNIR model by Basler. This camera was initially proposed along with the Ace 

GigE acA2440-20gm by Basler but the NIR response of the sensor finally appeared to be too 

low compared to the first choice. Since the pattern will be projected by a light of 850nm, this 

enhanced NIR response is an important feature and will improve the resulting image 

processing to extract the 3D data from the image. 

The camera fits within a box of approximately 2.9x2.9x60cm, and its mass is less than 90g.  
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From a functional point of view, the common camera acquisition system is based on a classic 

CMOS sensor while the hardware is based on a FPGA. The standard communication 

Ethernet protocol is used in this model to extract the pixel data. 

Cameras with CMOS sensor provide features such as a global shutter and electronic 

exposure time control. Exposure start and exposure time can be controlled as follows: 

- by parameters transmitted to the camera via the Basler pylon API and the GigE 

interface. There are also parameters available to set the camera for single frame 

acquisition or continuous frame acquisition. 

- via an externally generated "frame start trigger" (hardware frame start trigger; 

HWFSTrig) signal. This HWFSTrig signal facilitates periodic or non-periodic 

acquisition start. 

Modes are available that allow the length of exposure time to be directly controlled by the 

HWFSTrig signal (the so-called trigger width exposure mode) or to be set for a 

preprogrammed period of time. 

Accumulated charges are read out of each sensor row when exposure of the row ends. As 

the charges move through the analog controls, they are converted to voltages proportional to 

the size of each charge. After the voltages have been amplified and digitized, the pixel data 

leaves the sensor, passes through an FPGA, moves into an image buffer, and then leaves 

the image buffer and passes back through the FPGA to an Ethernet controller where it is 

assembled into data packets. The packets are then transmitted via an Ethernet network 

to a network adapter in the host computer. 

 

 
Figure 24 – Functional scheme of the Ace GigE camera by Basler 
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 Instrument Control Unit description 1.2.3

1.2.3.1 System Introduction 

Current satellites architectures are based on two main elements: 

1. The Platform (or service module), embedding the following subsystems: power 
conditioning & distribution, monitoring & control, orbit & attitude control and thermal 
control, generic functions encountered in all satellite missions 

2. The Payload, embedding the mission instruments: optical imager, optical sounder, 
Radar imager, altimeter, communication system, robotic systems, etc… 

 

The payload relies on the platform for ancillary functions and is therefore tightly interfaced to 

it, at mechanical, electrical and thermal levels. Both platform and payload integrate a high 

number of functions that can be represented within the following diagram, featuring in a basic 

scheme the interaction between each building blocks of a satellite avionics: 

 

Figure 25 – Standard Avionic Architecture Model 

The platform is the most recurring block from a mission to another and in many companies, 

its development is rationalized according to product lines, evolving on generation-based 

scheme with partial improvements avoiding re-qualifying the full solution.  

The platform is often inherited form a mission to another with adaptations according to the 

specificities of each mission (accommodation, sensors & actuators selection, …). The 

payload, however, is highly mission-dependent and rarely reused from a mission to another.  
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Robotic missions are a highly demanding segment in terms of processing capability. For 

many of those missions, the processing burden cannot be fulfilled by a generic platform 

computer.  

In that frame, a cost-effective mean to implement unconventional requirements is to deport 

the unconventional function within the payload. This is being done for complex payload 

systems requiring a high level of command & control and synchronisation, such as multi-axes 

scanning mechanisms coupled with a detector, thermal control, etc… In such complex 

system, an ICU is being used to managed the payload and lower the burdens of the platform 

computer. This solution also enables a higher segregation between the platform 

development team and the payload development team, and simplify the development and 

integration & test processes. 

A similar approach has been adopted here to enable the usage of vision-based navigation 

sensors for future satellite missions, and the OG4 consortium has designed an ICU enabling 

to abstract the robotic payload management from the platform. This target is designed to 

enable processing the data filtering, pose estimation and data fusion which are highly 

demanding in terms of computing power. 

This design enables high modularity of OGs re-use on different satellite platforms including 

the current generations and is also valid for next-generation platforms based on ARM 

processors. In that frame, a future robotic missions could make use of a generic platform with 

an advanced robotic payload based on OG4, making use of OG3 and OG2 developments, 

developed under OG1 framework, assembling modules in-space using OG5 system, and 

tested within OG6 facilities. When the navigation function is integrated within a payload ICU, 

the interface between the payload and the platform becomes much simpler, enabling a single 

data-wire communication between the platform and the payload module, for instance based 

on SpaceWire of even CAN or 1553 if only the pose estimation throughput is kept. 

1.2.3.2 I3DS ICU concept 

The I3DS ICU provides the primary interface between the I3DS sensor suite and the on-

board computer responsible for data fusion and mission control. 

The I3DS ICU is responsible for pre-processing of sensor data before presenting that data to 

the OBC. 

For this phase, I3DS ICU is based on a heterogeneous processing architecture implemented 

within two ICUs and networked by SpaceWire.  
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Figure 26 – I3DS ICU Concept 

Different robotics applications require different combinations of sensors and actuators. Each 

sensor and actuator will have specific interface and pre-processing requirements in order to 

create data products that can be used for data fusion and command and control of the robot. 

Vision based navigation requires high bandwidth, low latency network links between the 

sensor and a high performance processing system. To reduce the load on the processing 

system and network, pre-processing of vision sensor data is required. 

The I3DS ICU concept addresses this need by facilitating a distributed processing and 

interfacing function within a common network with deterministic scheduling. 

SpaceWire and SpaceFibre have been selected to provide the networking function. 
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The I3DS ICU architecture also implements the concept of a Plug’n’Play I3DS Smart Sensor 

based on SpaceWire and SpaceFibre. Common protocols for an I3DS Smart Sensor 

includes: 

1) Network Discovery 

2) Deterministic Scheduling 

3) Separate control / data flows 

4) Defined behavioural phases 

For sensors and actuators that do not support the Smart Sensor concept, the processing 

function provides the electrical and functional adaptation necessary to present the sensor 

and actuator to the system as an I3DS Smart Sensor. 

From an OBC perspective, all sensors connected to the I3DS ICU appear as I3DS Smart 

Sensors and this provides a consistent interface to the Spacecraft sensor data handling 

system. 

 

1.2.3.3 Interfaces between sensors and ICU 

The following is an overview of the sensor TM/TC and data interface requirements between 

the sensors and the ICU. 

 

Figure 27 – ICU interface between the sensors and the OBC 

 

1.2.3.3.1 Gigabit Ethernet Sensors 
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The ToF, LIDAR, TIR Camera, Stereo Camera and High Resolution camera all provide an 

Ethernet Interface. The I3DS ICU implements three independent Gbit Ethernet MACs and 

RGMII PHYs to enable 3 Gbit/s of bandwidth to these sensors.  

An external Gbit Ethernet Switch provides the interface between the sensors and the I3DS 

ICU. 

In order to synchronise the cameras with the illumination, the camera shutter trigger signals 

are controlled by discrete signals generated by the I3DS ICU. 

1.2.3.3.2 Projected Pattern and Wide Angle Illumination 

The projected pattern illumination is based on a DMD to generate the pattern and a pulsed 

laser to provide a short intense illumination. The illumination has to compete against sun light 

in order to provide the contrast necessary for the camera to be able to detect the projected 

pattern.  

The wide angle illumination is based on an array of LEDs producing a high intensity burst of 

light. 

Tight control between the illumination and the camera shutter is needed to ensure maximum 

contrast. The I3DS ICU provides this capability using the FPGA fabric to generate discrete 

timing signals that coordinate the control of the illumination trigger and the camera shutter 

together. 

1.2.3.3.3 Contact/Tactile and Force/Torque Sensors 

The Contact/Tactile and Force/Torque sensors share identical LVDS interfaces to the I3DS 

ICU. 

Each sensor provides either 3 or 6 strain-gauges with associated analogue signal 

conditioning and an interface to an 8 channel 1 Mega-samples per second 12 bit ADC. 

The 12 bit ADC is directly driven by the I3DS ICU. LVDS signalling is used between the I3DS 

ICU and the sensor to enable the ADC to be controlled over a long distance cable (5m). 

The ADC control logic is implemented in the FPGA and can be run at full speed, achieving 

100 kHz update rate per analogue channel. 

1.2.3.3.4 Star Tracker Optical Head and Electronics Unit 

The Star Tracker Optical Head (OH) and Electronics Unit (EU) provides a Quaternion 

pointing vector output based on the star field visible in the Optical Head’s field of view. 

The Star Tracker connects directly to the SpaceWire router. 

1.2.3.3.5 Radar 

The radar implements a SpaceWire interface and connects directly to the SpaceWire router. 

The radar is one of I3DS Smart Sensor protocol (refer to the Software Architecture).  

1.2.3.3.6  IMU 
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The IMU sensor is a 3 Axis IMU from SSSL which uses the same gyro detector and 

equivalent accelerometer channels as used on the TAS IMU. This supports a RS422 

interface.  

The 3 Axis IMU from SSSL has the benefit of providing the same performance as the TAS 

IMU early flight breadboard single axis module, but provides all 3 axis.  

1.2.3.4 ICU Emulator 

In order to facilitate later integration with the other OG’s it is proposed to develop a 

GNU/Linux based software application that interfaces with the COTS GigE High Resolution 

camera being provided as one of the I3DS sensors. 

The software application emulates the functionality of the ICU in that it can interface to the 

camera and present it as a standard sensor interface using ASN.1 over UDP to the other 

OGs. 

To make use of this emulator, the OG’s will need a reasonably powerful PC with GNU/Linux 

to run the application on and to purchase the Basler Ace GigE acA2040-25gmNIR COTS 

camera (<€2,000). 
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 Pre-Processing 1.2.4

One of I3DS main function is to produce pre-processed sensor data to the system in order to 

improve and facilitate the system sensor data processing.  

The different types of processing understood by OG4:  

 Pre-processing: Transformation of raw sensor data into a form that is suitable for 

use in typical navigation data fusion algorithms. 

 Data Fusion: Merging of multiple measurement types in an optimal fashion for the 

purpose of estimating the navigation state (e.g position, velocity, orientation, etc) of 

the sensor platform such that greater accuracy is achieved than could be realised 

through the use of any of the sensors acting in isolation. Data fusion is considered as 

soon as the data of two or more sensors are combined.. 

 Post Processing: Any other processing operation that may be required to further 

transform the sensor data for use in a specific data fusion algorithm, or for some 

other purpose either before or after data fusion 

I3DS proposes pre-processing data to the other OGs mainly OG2 and OG3.  

The numerous sensors included in I3DS provide a variety of different forms of data that is 

intended to be exploited in sophisticated data fusion algorithms for the purpose of providing 

navigation data to the host spacecraft in a number of different use case scenarios. In order to 

utilise the produced measurement data in the most effective way, a number of pre-

processing tasks have been identified. This section presents a brief overview of the chosen 

algorithms, on a sensor-by-sensor basis that are suitable for implementation on the raw data 

provided by the corresponding sensor. For each of the identified pre-processing tasks (PPT) 

we list the form of the input data provided to the PPT and then state the currently identified 

most suitable algorithm (plus additional alternatives in some cases) and then state the output 

format of the data following application of the pre-processing algorithm. The list in this 

section serves as a summary and quick reference for the identified pre-processing tasks and 

algorithms. The following section will describe these algorithms in more detail along with 

some analysis and comparisons of different possible alternative methods that has been 

carried out at Cranfield University in order to identify the most promising candidates. Note, 

also, that for some sensors there are alternative methods for exploiting the provided 

measurement data, e.g. for the stereo camera we can produce dense depth maps/point 

clouds based on the disparity of all overlapping pixels in the field of view, or we can use 

image keypoint detectors to carry out sparse feature based observations. In this case the 

pre-processing tasks are enumerated as, for example PPT5a, PPT5b, to indicate the 

alternative pre-processing streams. Pre-processing tasks that are do not have an appended 

letter, e.g.PPT2 are core pre-processing tasks that are common to all pre-processing 

streams. The pre-processing tasks are listed in the order in which they will be carried out, 

however this will be further clarified in a diagram to make the intended order explicit, 

whenever the intended order may not be immediately clear and when there is some flexibility 

in the ordering. 

 

Some of the tasks listed underneath are out of scope of OG4 activities but are presented for 

completeness and examples. 
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1.2.4.1 Stereo Camera 

 

Figure 28 – Pre-processing steps and ordering for stereo camera 

 

PPT 1. Lens vignetting correction: 

 Input: RGB/monochrome image with radial intensity fall off caused by the physics of 

light rays entering through the lens. 
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 Algorithm: Pixel-by-pixel intensity correction using a one-to-one intensity correction 

map produced during calibration and stored onboard. Correction can be a simple 

addition or scaling operation. 

 Output: Intensity corrected RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 2. Optical distortion correction: 

 Input: Intensity corrected RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: 2D (likely non-integer) physical displacement of each pixel according to a 

pre-computed undistortion map produced during calibration and stored onboard. 

Bilinear interpolation is then used to compute pixel intensity values of the corrected 

image on an integer pixel grid. Standard algorithm as found in OpenCV. 

 Output: Undistorted RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 3. Stereo rectification: 

 Input: Undistorted RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: Further 2D physical displacement of pixels according to a pre-computed 

stereo rectification map, produced during calibration and stored onboard. In this case 

the rectification map describes the physical shifting of pixels required to produce a 

row-aligned image pair, such that for a pixel in the left image, its matching pixel in the 

right image is on the same row, i.e. it has the same y-coordinate. Again the pixel 

displacements will likely describe a shifting of the pixels to non-integer locations, thus 

bilinear interpolation is required to compute the pixel intensities for a remapping onto 

an integer pixel grid. 

 Output: Row aligned RGB/monochrome stereo image pair. 

PPT 4. Histogram equalisation: 

 Input: Row aligned RGB/monochrome stereo image pair. 

 Algorithm: Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalisation (CLAHE). 

 Output: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

PT 5a. Dense stereo matching/disparity map production (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

 Output: A single disparity image with size equal to the overlapping region of the field 

of view of the two cameras. The value of each pixel (non-integer if subpixel 

algorithms are employed) represents the difference in the x-coordinates of that 

specific matching point. 

PPT 5b. Sparse stereo matching - feature detection and spatial matching (out of OG4 

scope): 

 Input: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

 Output: Pairs of (x, y) image pixel coordinates for each matching point at sub-pixel 

precision. 

PPT 6a. Dense depth map/point cloud production (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: Dense disparity map. 

 Algorithm: Application of the triangulation equation to each pixel in the disparity 

map. 
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 Output: Depth map, where the pixel intensity represents the non-integer depth for 

each pixel in the overlapping region of the stereo image pair. The (x, y) coordinates 

of the pixels in the depth map represent 2D image pixel coordinates with respect to 

the left camera image. Alternatively, a full 3D point cloud can be produced with full 

(X,Y,Z) coordinates with respect to the camera reference coordinate system of the 

left camera. 

PPT 6b. Sparse point cloud production (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: Pairs of (x, y) pixel coordinates of matched feature points across the left and 

right stereo image pair. 

 Algorithm: Application of the triangulation equation to each matching point pair. 

 Output: Full 3D sparse point cloud. 

PPT 7. Point cloud classification and outlier rejection (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: 3D (X,Y,Z) unclassified point cloud with outliers. 

 Output: Classified point cloud with points assigned to specific clusters denoting 

individual physical objects in the scene, and all erroneous points removed. 
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1.2.4.2 HR Camera 

 

Figure 29 – Pre-processing steps and ordering for HR camera 

 

PPT 1. Lens vignetting correction: 

 Input: RGB/monochrome image with radial intensity fall off caused by the physics of 

light rays entering through the lens. 

 Algorithm: Pixel-by-pixel intensity correction using a one-to-one intensity correction 

map produced during calibration and stored onboard. Correction can be a simple 

addition or scaling operation. 
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 Output: Intensity corrected RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 2. Optical distortion correction: 

 Input: Intensity corrected RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: 2D (likely non-integer) physical displacement of each pixel according to a 

pre-computed undistortion map produced during calibration and stored onboard. 

Bilinear interpolation is then used to compute pixel intensity values of the corrected 

image on an integer pixel grid. Standard algorithm as found in OpenCV. 

 Output: Undistorted RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 3. Histogram equalisation: 

 Input: Undistorted RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalisation (CLAHE). 

 Output: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 4. Feature detection and temporal matching (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image 

 Output: Pairs of (x,y) pixel coordinates of matched image features between a pair of 

consecutive images. 

PPT 4a. Structured light pattern detection: 

 Input: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: TBD - depends upon chosen pattern projection method. 

 Output: Detected image coordinates of projected pattern. 

PPT 5a. Depth map/point cloud production from structured light: 

 Input: Detected image coordinates of the projected pattern. 

 Algorithm: Application of structured light triangulation equation to produce a depth 

map or full 3D point cloud. 

 Output: Depth map/3D point cloud. 

PPT 6a. Point cloud classification and outlier rejection (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: 3D (X,Y,Z) unclassified point cloud with outliers. 

 Output: Classified point cloud with points assigned to specific clusters denoting 

individual physical objects in the scene, and all erroneous points removed. 

 

1.2.4.3 TIR Camera 

PPT 1. Lens vignetting correction: 

 Input: RGB/monochrome image with radial intensity fall off caused by the physics of 

light rays entering through the lens. 

 Algorithm: Pixel-by-pixel intensity correction using a one-to-one intensity correction 

map produced during calibration and stored onboard. Correction can be a simple 

addition or scaling operation. 

 Output: Intensity corrected RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 2. Optical distortion correction: 
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 Input: Intensity corrected RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: 2D (likely non-integer) physical displacement of each pixel according to a 

pre-computed undistortion map produced during calibration and stored onboard. 

Bilinear interpolation is then used to compute pixel intensity values of the corrected 

image on an integer pixel grid. Standard algorithm as found in OpenCV. 

 Output: Undistorted RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 3. Histogram equalisation: 

 Input: Undistorted RGB/monochrome image. 

 Algorithm: Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalisation (CLAHE). 

 Output: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

PPT 4. Feature detection and temporal matching (out of OG4 scope): 

 Input: Contrast enhanced RGB/monochrome image. 

 Output: Pairs of (x,y) pixel coordinates of matched image features between a pair of 

consecutive images. 
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 I3DS Software Architecture 1.3

The reference architecture for modular sensor suites lays out the fundamental components 

and their relations. It is intended to be independent of the concrete hardware architecture 

and technologies chosen in the frame of the I3DS project, which is a first instantiation of the 

reference architecture with some needed trade-offs. The reference architecture is 

deliberately general of nature so that it will remain usable also for future sensor technologies 

and space robotics applications. The reference architecture is specified in AADL, the same 

modelling language that underlays the TASTE framework. 

 Architectural components 1.3.1

The main components used in the reference architecture are: 

 The sensor device with the device specific control input port, and data and status 

output ports. The sensors require access to a device specific bus for communication. 

 The sensor interfaces that provide a standardized system interface for concrete 

sensor devices. The standard data-types for commands, status and data ports vary 

with different generic sensor classes, such as cameras, LIDAR's etc. The sensor 

interface will typically be implemented as a software process. 

 The preprocessing component has a data input and output port, performing some 

transformation on the data in between, possibly taking into account a set of 

configuration parameters or an internal state. It will typically be implemented as a 

software process or thread calling subprograms with the actual data transformation 

code. 

 The smart sensor is a system that contains both a device and its standardized 

interface, with an optional preprocessing. The typical smart sensor will be 

implemented with an embedded ICU, with a processor that hosts the sensor interface 

and preprocessing processes, and the standardized bus access. The smart sensor is 

a standalone component that can be connected directly to the OBC. It can also be 

augmented with a APM interface to be hot-pluggable. 

 The instrument control unit (ICU) is a component that connects one or more 

sensors connected with device specific buses. The sensor interfaces are executed 

on the processors of the ICU, in addition to any preprocessing and sensor fusion 

pipelines to provide improved data outputs. The ICU can also include operational 

mode control and FDIR functionality for its sensors as discussed later. 

Notice that from an architectural perspective, illumination devices such as pattern illumination 

and the wide-angle torch are not considered as individual system components, but rather as 

add-on devices that improve the cameras that they operate with. Their activation will be 

controlled though the corresponding camera interface. 

 Sensor states 1.3.2

The sensor as controlled by its interface has the following basic states of operation: 

 Inactive where the sensor device typically is in power-off mode. The sensor interface 

activates the sensor device and enters setup state after a discovery phase. 
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 Standby where the sensor is not yet producing any data output, but is ready for 

configuration or to enter operational state on command. 

 Operational where the sensor is producing data output. The sensor can be stopped 

on command going into standby state after a teardown phase. 

 Failure where the sensor is not working correctly. The interface may take device 

dependent actions while in this state trying to recover from failure. 

The set of accepted commands for the different active states will vary between sensor 

classes. For instance, for a camera it will only be possible to change the framerate only in the 

standby state, while aperture and exposure time are possible to set both in while the camera 

is in standby and operational states, referred to in common as the active states of the 

sensor. 

 Operational modes  1.3.3

In the reference architecture, the ICU represents a shared resource between one or more 

sensors, and it must therefore be assured that it is not overloaded with regards to 

computation and transmission capacity for any legal set of sensor configurations. This is 

solved by defining a list of supported operational modes, each corresponding to a set of 

operational sensors and pre-processing components with given configuration known to 

satisfy the requirements for throughput and latency.  

It is important to notice that it is not possible to establish generic operational modes, rather 

the operational modes will have to be defined for each concrete space robotics system 

based on the overall system analysis. The requirements of sensor fusion, autonomy and 

control engineering will specify the sensors and pre-processing components needed for 

different phases of the mission, and the needed sampling rates for the sensors. This will 

result in a set of operational modes for the sensor suite. A system engineering analysis can 

then be performed, for instance with AADL and the Ocarina/TASTE tools to verify that the 

ICU's, busses and receiving OBC can handle the required operational modes. 

Each sensor and pre-processing component can for each operational mode be inactive, or 

active in operational state with a given sampling frequency or in standby state ready for 

single sample by trigger. There is also an option for a sensor to be directly controlled (X) 

following activation commands. Operational sensors will also be associated with a given 

configuration for each operational mode, where the sample rate is the most essential as it 

affects the scheduling of the whole system most. Commands that are legal for operational 

sensors, such as setting the exposure time for cameras, can still be issued on a per-sensor 

basis. Clearly, it is not practical to include such device specific configuration commands in 

the operational modes, these will be fully controlled by the user through the standard sensor 

interface. 

The ICU enters the default setup mode on power-up, where all its sensor interfaces will be in 

inactive mode, and must be activated and configured directly one-by-one at the users, or by 

entering one of the defined operational modes. 

The modes associated to command I3DS are presented underneath: 
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Table 1 I3DS Operational modes identified on the cooperative capture mission 

 

*X means that each sensor can be accessed individually for diagnostic 

 

Table 2 I3DS Operational modes identified for a planetary exploration mission 

 

*X means that each sensor can be accessed individually for diagnostic or single trigger on demand 

 

Since the modular sensor suite will be configured with different sets of hardware for different 

use-cases, the operational modes must also be defined on a per use-case basis. Each 

operational mode is defined to have a set of active sensors with a given configuration such 

as sampling rate. Each mode is verified to keep the real-time requirements for measurement 

latency as needed for the control of the use-case, and to not overload the system with 

regards to throughput and power usage. For sensors with low data-rate, the effect on the 

system is not significant, and it would still be possible to activate and deactivated within a 

mode to avoid an excessive number of modes being defined. 

For the OG4 orbital and planetary use-cases it has been foreseen to make the operational 

modes bound to the operational stages. For the orbital use-case we can see from the 

operational modes that the most intensive stage with regards to throughput and computation 
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is for the critical capture phase, where both the stereo camera with point cloud generation 

and HR camera with pattern illumination will be operational, in addition to the star tracker, 

IMU, LIDAR and physical sensors for the gripping. This means that the ICU must be scaled 

to handle the full set of connected sensors running at the same time. The least intensive 

operational mode is the inertial navigation where only the star tracker and IMU are activated. 

Here the "St. ret" means stereo rectification, "Pat/PC" means pattern illumination to point-

cloud, and "Range/PC" means depth range/image to point-cloud.  

Table 3 Orbital operational modes. 

Activation and rate 

ID Name ST Stereo LIDAR Radar HR F/T Tactile 

1 Inertial nav. 10             

2 Relative nav. 10 5 5 5       

3 Capture man. 10 5 5   10 1000 1000 

4 Servicing man. 10       10 1000 1000 

Pre-processing and complexity 

ID Name ST Stereo LIDAR Radar HR F/T Tactile 

1 Inertial nav. 
 

            

2 Relative nav. 
 

St. ret. 
 

Range/PC       

3 Capture man. 
 

St. ret. 
 

  Pat/PC Filter Filter 

4 Servicing man. 
 

      Pat/PC Filter Filter 

Sensor suite output 

ID Name ST Stereo LIDAR Radar HR F/T Tactile 

1 Inertial nav. Quat.             

2 Relative nav. Quat. St. img. PC PC       

3 Capture man. Quat. St. img. PC   Img+PC Event Event 

4 Servicing man. Quat.       Img+PC Event Event 
 

For the orbital use-case we can see from the operational modes that the most intensive 

stage with regards to throughput and computation is for the critical capture phase, where 

both the stereo camera with point cloud generation and HR camera with pattern illumination 

will be operational, in addition to the star tracker, IMU, LIDAR and physical sensors for the 

gripping. This means that the ICU must be scaled to handle the full set of connected sensors 

running at the same time. The least intensive operational mode is the inertial navigation 

where only the star tracker and IMU are activated. 

Table 4 Planetary operational modes. 

Activation and rate 

ID Name IMU ToF HR TIR 

1 Movement 20 10 Single Single 

2 Science 20 Single Single 5 

3 Canister 20 10 10   

Pre-processing and complexity 
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ID Name IMU ToF HR TIR 

1 Movement 
 

Range/PC 
  2 Science 

 
Range/PC 

  3 Canister 
 

Range/PC Pat/PC   

Sensor suite output 

ID Name IMU ToF HR TIR 

1 Movement Rot+Acc PC Img Img 

2 Science Rot+Acc PC Img Img 

3 Canister Rot+Acc PC PC   

 

For the planetary use-case, the operational modes demonstrate the usage of single sample 

acquisition for the cameras. In the movement mode, the ToF camera is used continuously to 

build and update a 3D representation of the surroundings of the rover, while in the science 

mode single images from the ToF and camera sensors are taken on demand by the science 

autonomy system. The canister capture mode is the most intensive mode with both the ToF 

and HR camera with pattern illumination sampling to track the capture process. For later 

integration, the operational modes must be consistent with the needs of OG3 that is the 

prime consumer of measurement data and the best suited OG for setting modes. Alignment 

with OG2 that will perform the high-level control of the system is also needed. It will be 

possible to adapt a set of more generic operational modes for this purpose after discussion 

with OG3 and OG2 in the scope of what is feasible by OG4.  

The operational modes can be implemented as rather simple look-up tables. In this way, the 

modes will not be hard-coded in the software but can be configured as a part of the overall 

robotic system configuration and analysis. 

 Communication patterns 1.3.4

The communication patterns follow those defined in the TASTE framework. 

The sensor interfaces and pre-processing components will push their data products to the 

next pre-processing step in the chain, and will not store the data for later retrieval. The data 

pushed to the OBC will thus be handled by calling a procedure to store the sample in a buffer 

where it can later be retrieved by the algorithms using it. In the simplest form, such a buffer 

will hold only one sample that will be overwritten if not read in time, but it could also be 

implemented as a circular buffer. 

It is assumed that the middleware provided by OG1 has the basic means of transferring data 

between nodes, and will raise an error if the transfer failed. Error handling is best done at 

lower layers of the communication model, for instance by retransmitting a single data-link 

frame instead of the whole message, something that could result in a deadline miss. 

On failure to transmit a data sample message the producing component will log the error and 

drop the data without attempting to retransmit. It is assumed that the sensor fusion 

algorithms, such as Kalman filters, have the means to handle occasionally omitted sensor 

data. 
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 Sensor classes 1.3.5

A sensor class covers a type of sensors such as for instance cameras or LIDAR's, and 

provides a standardized interface that is independent of the actual sensor implementation. 

Different parameters of sensor implementations such as the sensor size for a camera, will be 

defined as properties in the model and can be queried by the users of the sensor interface.  

This section describes the sensor classes needed for the I3DS project and their associated 

data-types. The list is not exhaustive and can be extended later with more classes. The 

formal definition of the date-types in ASN.1 following the recommendations of OG1 and the 

TASTE framework, is given in a Git repository. 

Common for all sensor classes is the status output that includes the enumerated state of the 

sensor, and an optional text string, sent periodically. All sensor interfaces also support the 

activate, start, stop, and deactivate commands for changing between the different sensor 

states. 

All sensor measurements will include a timestamp. 

1.3.5.1 Camera class 

The camera class is used for all camera interfaces that produce an image data stream. It will 

cover both ordinary and stereoscopic configurations, and different wavelengths such as 

visible light and infrared. 

The camera class has its own command message including: 

 Setting the framerate when the camera is in standby state. 

 Setting the image format when in standby state. 

 Setting the area of interest (image crop) when in standby state. 

 Setting exposure time and sensor gain manually in any active state. 

 Setting auto exposure mode with limits for exposure and gain in any active state. 

 Activating and deactivating flash in any active state. 

 Activating and deactivating pattern illumination in any active state. 

 Trigger single image acquisition from the standby state. 

Not all commands will be supported for all specific cameras. The parameters of the camera 

sensor instances will specify which of the listed commands are supported, for instance the 

supported image formats, the legal range of exposure time and support for auto exposure, 

illumination patterns etc. Furthermore, the parameters must list relevant camera properties 

that are not commands such the sensor size, field of view etc. 

The measurement date from camera sensors is an octet string containing the image, and 

metadata giving the image format in addition to the settings of the camera when the image 

was taken as listed for the commands. This will include the ID of the illuminated pattern if this 

feature is activated. The camera interface shall output images that are corrected for device-

specific issues like vignetting and lens distortion. 
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1.3.5.2 ToF camera class 

The ToF camera differs from the ordinary cameras in that it produces a depth-map by 

measuring the time of flight for emitted photons instead of capturing photons from the 

scenes. This motivates having a separate sensor class for ToF cameras. 

The ToF camera class has its own command message including: 

 Setting the framerate when the camera is in standby state. 

 Setting exposure auto mode in any active state. 

 Setting exposure time in any active state. 

 Trigger single image acquisition from the standby state. 

The measurement data from the ToF camera interface is a point-cloud given as a list of 3D 

Cartesian coordinates in meters with floating-point precision, and metadata giving the 

settings of the camera when the image was taken as listed for the commands. 

1.3.5.3 LIDAR class 

The LIDAR scans a portion of the scene with laser producing a point cloud as result. For 

some LIDAR's it is possible to set a region of interest. The radar and LIDAR resembles each 

other in interface, but are kept separate due to their different operation and future 

expansions. 

The LIDAR has its own command message including: 

 Setting the sample rate when in standby state. 

 Setting the region of interest as a pair of polar coordinates in any active state. 

The measurement data from the LIDAR interface is a point-cloud given as a list of 3D 

Cartesian coordinates in meters with floating-point precision.  

1.3.5.4 Radar class 

The HF radar uses emitted radio beams to measure distance to objects in the scene, 

producing a point cloud as result. For some radars, it is possible to set a region of interest. 

The radar and LIDAR resembles each other in interface, but are kept separate due to their 

different operation and future expansions. 

The radar has its own command message including: 

 Setting the sample rate when in standby state. 

 Setting the region of interest as a pair of polar coordinates in any active state. 

The measurement data from the radar interface is a point-cloud given as a list of 3D 

Cartesian coordinates in meters with floating-point precision. 

1.3.5.5 IMU class 

The IMU measures acceleration and rotation in 6-degrees of freedom. 

The IMU interface has its own command message including: 
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  Setting the sample-rate while in standby state. 

The measurement data is the 3-axis angular rate vector in radians per second and 3-axis 

linear acceleration in meters per second squared vector, both with floating-point precision. 

1.3.5.6 Star tracker class 

The star tracker combines captured images of the stars with catalogues to produce 

quaternion output of the systems position. 

The star tracker has its own command message including: 

 Setting the sample rate when in standby state. 

The measurement data is a quaternion with floating-point precision. 

1.3.5.7 Analogue sensor class 

The analogue sensor class covers sensors such as the force/torque and tactile sensors that 

sample one or more ADC channels periodically. One important aspect is that these sensors 

are sampled at very high rates (up to 1000 Hz), leading to extensive transmission loads if all 

samples are to be transmitted. This motivates the interface to include a filtering mechanism 

to reduce this transmission, such as flank-trigger events, or gathering a batch of samples into 

one message. 

The analogue sensor class has its own command message including: 

 Setting the sample rate when in standby state. 

 Setting trigger or batch mode for the inputs. 

The measurement data is a vector of the inputs converted to relevant SI units with floating-

point precision. The number of inputs and their units is a parameter of the interface. 

 System Architecture 1.3.6

Figure 30 – Architectural overview of I3DS interfaces Main  

 

 shows an architectural overview of I3DS. As can be seen, there are two types of interfaces 

involved: the specific interfaces between the ICU and the connected sensors devices that is 

internal for OG4; and the system interface between OG4 running on the ICU and OG1/2/3 

running on the OBC. The system interface follows the specification of OG1 and the sensor 

interface classes as described in the reference architecture with regards to data-types and 

communication patterns, while the sensor device interfaces are as specified in the individual 

sensor ICD's. As none of the sensors will implement the standard sensor interface in the 

scope of this project, the ICU will perform this translation by running the sensor interfaces as 

software processes. Also, for all sensors the control software on the ICU takes care of their 

activation and configuration according to the specified operational modes and monitors their 

status. 
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Figure 30 – Architectural overview of I3DS interfaces Main  

 

The ICU itself is a complex embedded system distributed over two heterogenous MPSoC's 

connected with an internal SpaceWire network. Thus, the detailed software architecture of 

the ICU is highly bound with the hardware architecture, and the two cannot be seen in 

isolation. However, this complexity will not be visible outside of the ICU, where OG2 and 

OG3 can access the data products of the sensor suite over a clearly defined system interface 

following the specification and guidelines of the OG1 middleware. 

 Smart sensors 1.3.7

The modular design of the I3DS ICU allows the interconnection of a large number of different 

sensors and a collection of heterogeneous processing resources.  Configuration and 

management of these sensor/processing networks is a complex challenge that must be 

addressed systematically if large scale networks are to be feasible. 

The I3DS Smart Sensor concept has been developed to meet this challenge.  In essence, it 

is a collection of coherent interface specifications and design rules that provide the following 

qualities: 

 Abstraction of the details of sensor implementation from the System Software 

 Standardisation of behaviour of sensor and processing networks. 

 Encapsulation of the description of sensor interfaces in replaceable modules. 

The I3DS Smart Sensor concept is scalable from single standalone sensors, through clusters 

of sensors supported by an I3DS ICU, to networks of sensor clusters supported by multiple 

ICUs. It is constructed wherever possible from existing low-level standards such as 

SpaceWire Plug and Play, SpaceWire-D and SpaceWire RMAP.  Extensive use is made of 

ASN.1 for data modelling, allowing autogeneration of message encoders/decoders and low-

level interfaces. 
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 Use-Case Definition 1.4

System analysis have been conducted during the first phase of the project in order to 

define I3DS architecture. 

The use-case definition is available in more details in one of OG4 deliverables which D1.2 – 

Use-Case Identification [AD5] (available publicly). They are summarised underneath. 

In both orbital and planetary missions, the robotic systems need to measure their internal 

and external states in order to control them efficiently and to perform tasks with a high level 

of autonomy. The I3DS suite involves both types of sensors to perform accurately the 

absolute navigation, and the relative positioning and orientation with respect to a target item.  

The use-cases have been defined in order to maximise the usage of the sensors available in 

I3DS. 

From this use-cases specific validation scenario in the scope of this project has been chosen 

for a first testing in OG4 facilities and then in OG6 facilities. 

 Orbital mission scenario 1.4.1

 
Figure 31 – Main steps of the orbital use-case on a cooperative capture scenario 

For the orbital use case, the rendezvous and capture of a cooperative satellite with 
dedicated markers/fixtures is chosen for the validation of the I3DS sensors suite. The 
mission requires various needs in terms of detection, relative navigation, inspection and 
capture of a moving object in orbit. In the scope of the on-orbit servicing, the main steps 
illustrated in the previous figure are defined as follows:  

- Medium-range approach: the servicer performs absolute navigation using its inertial 
sensors to come closer to the target (e.g., from 10km to 200m) until it is within the 
field of view of the relative sensors. Then, a relative navigation can be performed to 
safely approach the target in the range 50-20m; 

Medium-range Approach

> 200m

Inspection / Observation

~ 20m

Rendezvous

< 20m

Berthing / Docking

~ 3m

Servicing

0m
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- Close-range observation: an observation and inspection phase at a minimum safe 
distance of 20m allows to initialise the filters and the estimators to compute the target 
pose and to propagate its dynamics during the next phases. Different lighting 
conditions and the use of illumination devices will provide better inputs for an 
accurate image; 

- Close-range rendezvous: using the previous knowledge on the target dynamics, 
coordinated rendezvous trajectories are computed and followed by the servicer bus 
and by its end-effector. They must include obstacle avoidance and time constraints in 
order to keep the arm and the bus at a safe distance from the appendages of both 
spacecrafts, while performing the capture in the fastest way. The arm will be unfolded 
during this phase and controlled in coordination with the bus to maximise its 
positioning accuracy. Visual markers and retro-reflectors on the target must also lead 
to significant improvements on its attitude estimation, and as a consequence, on the 
robustness of the relative navigation to lighting conditions; 

- Safe berthing/docking: once the end-effector is aligned with the main grapple fixture 
of the target (e.g., either a handle or a device adapted to the grasping tool fixed at the 
end-effector), a final approach is performed along a normal direction to catch the 
target and to stiffen the physical contact. In the cooperative scenario, the target is 
driven by the robotic arm to align and dock both spacecrafts, in order to provide a 
stronger mechanical interface and to release the efforts on the arm; 

- Target servicing: the robotic arm is now used for servicing purposes, like refuelling, 
change of an active payload module, or even a direct repair of the target with some 
specific tools embedded on the servicer. During this phase, the servicer maintain an 
inertial attitude of the stack system to maintain the accuracies of both the Sun and 
Earth pointing for electrical power generation and ground communication.  

 

During this scenario, the target is assumed to rotate at an maximum rate of 4°/s. 
Depending on the results obtained during the test campaign, this tumbling rate will be 
increased from 0°/s to a maximum of 4°/s. The most sensitive elements of the control loop to 
this tumbling rate will be the image processing and the attitude estimator of the target, as 
well as the rendezvous trajectory. 

Besides, the target is also assumed to be equipped with two kind of devices to ease and 

ensure its detection and capture, as illustrated in Figure 32 – Markers/Fixtures configuration of a 

cooperative target for on-orbit servicing 

 : 

- Detection features: They are used to enhance the image processing capability by 
providing key components to identify. The greater the number of these elements, the 
more accurate the pose estimation and propagation of the whole body. Among them, 
retro-reflectors are used at long distance to provide sharp spotlights with corner 
cubes, to reflect either a natural or artificial light (i.e., sun or illumination device). 
Visual markers may also be used at short distance to assist the pose estimation with 
the a-priori knowledge of the target spacecraft.  

- Grapple fixtures: They are designed to endure the efforts induced by the grasping and 
by the manipulation of the whole spacecraft by either the end-effector or through the 
docking port of the servicer. Considering the necessary trade-off between the 
simplicity and the robustness of the interface, handles were preferred on the 
Japanese mission ETS-VII while a more sophisticated system was entirely designed 
in the American mission Orbital Express. For this latter, the choice was made to 
capture the target using the robotic arm, and then to mate both spacecrafts with a 
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dedicated docking port. The same configuration is used in the present scenario for 
two main reasons: releasing the mechanical load on the arm avoids to over-design it, 
and having a distinct anchorage point allows to re-use the arm for the servicing tasks 
after its role during the capture. 

 
Figure 32 – Markers/Fixtures configuration of a cooperative target for on-orbit servicing 

 

The sensor suite is drawn underneath with a general scheme gathering all the required 

components to perform the close-range approach, the inspection, the rendezvous and the 

capture of a cooperative and tumbling spacecraft.  

 
Figure 33 – Sensor configuration of the servicer for the cooperative capture  
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 Planetary mission scenario 1.4.2

According to the set of sensors already available within OG4, the “Autonomous Science 

while Traversing” is chosen as the reference scenario for the I3DS suite configuration for 

the planetary demonstration.  

- Long range navigation is considered >100m, where strategies to maximize traverse 

speed are implemented. 

- Short range navigation is considered <100m (with particular attention to <20m range) 

and considered applicable in case of navigation within the sicence interest site, where the 

strategy is to avoid touching any of the possible interest samples (usually the sample 

analysis starts with non-invasive inspection, i.e. visual, not involving touch) 

Besides, it also covers the majority of all detailed phases, and allows for a consistent 

validation of the complete planetary mission. For example, the stop-and-go traverse is a sub-

phase part of this selected scenario. In the end, the test objective is to validate sensors 

output data and performances in a representative scenario. The following figure shows the 

sensor suite that will be used in the “Autonomous Science while traversing” scenario for 

validation of sensors output data and performances. The included sensors are put in colour 

while the ones removed are put in grey. 

In this suite, TOF Camera will be used to acquire 3D representation of the environment 

around the rover, while TIR and HR+Pattern Projector will be used to provide science data 

during the traverse phase. The IMU will provide inertial measurement. A Torch wide angle 

illumination is available for dark or shadowed area. 

 
Figure 34 – Sensor configuration of the rover for the planetary exploration, reduced for the 

autonomous science while traversing  
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 I3DS Sensor Suites for Orbital and Planetary Demonstration  1.5

After consolidation of the use-case, the sensor suites have also been redefined in order to fit 

the different mission’s needs.  

These are the sensor suites in the preliminary design proposed for I3DS validated at PDR: 

there are two suites planned one for orbital demonstration and one for planetary distribution.  

 

Figure 35 – I3DS Sensors Suites for orbital and planetary suite 

 

 Sensor suites housing and mass 1.5.1

 

Orbital suite 

For the orbital suite there were three main design drivers:  

 The mass of the sensors in the case installed at the end-effector is limited by the 
maximal weight accepted by the ABB robot that represent chaser spacecraft.  

 The centre of mass of the case shall be at a distance lower than 250mm from the 
centre of the four fixation holes (please see the picture) 

 Due to the requirements of the test scenarios, some of the units must be located at 
the end-effector on the side approaching to the target: pattern projector, wide 
illumination, stereo camera and contact sensors: F/T sensors and tactile sensors 
installed on the docking mechanism mock-up (male part) 

 

Following the limitation and requirements housing of the orbital scenario is divided on three 

part:  

I3DS orbital suite

- Star tracker

- Stereo camera

- HR camera 

- Lidar 

- HF radar

- Wide angle illumination

- Pattern projection

- F/T sensor

- Tactile sensors

- ICU

I3DS planetary suite

- IMU 

- TIR camera

- HR camera

- ToF camera 

- Wide angle illumination

- Pattern projection

- ICU
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 End-effector case 
o Lightest sensors that due to the test scenario must be in linear and angular 

move are located at end effector, toward to the target  
o Contact sensors are installed at male part of the docking mechanism mock-

up, that is part of end-effector case 
o Case has a compact shape, where  

 Platform case (base of the arm) 
o Heaviest sensors that due to the test scenario doesn’t need to be located at 

the end-effector are at platform in front of the ABB robot, toward to the target 
o Units (ICU breadboard) that doesn’t required particular location in relation to 

the target is also located on the platform, but closer to the base 
 

Additionally, commercial available safety clutch must be installed at the wrist of the industrial 

arm that carry mock-up of the target satellite. Safety clutch protect industrial arms and turn 

off both industrial robots if forces during contact between male and female part of docking 

mock-up will be close to the maximum.  

The orbital sensor suite is foreseen to be provided in three parts: 

- One part for the ICU (the current mass is a worst case, refinement are on-going) 

- One part for the heaviest sensors (lidar, radar, star tracker) 

- One part for the lightest sensors (stereo camera, high resolution camera, illumination 

devices, and contact unit) 

The orbital suite overall mass foreseen is 21 kg (assuming an ICU of 5 kg). 

 

 

Figure 36 – Orbital suite mechanical housing 

Planetary suite 

For the planetary track main design driver is: 
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 Available space provided by current frame at the mobile robot that would be used for 
planetary case tests.  

 Protection of the sensors against environmental impact (mostly dust and rain)  
 Sensors requirements to be located on the side approaching to the target 

 

Therefore all sensors will be installed on the front side of the robot and ICU breadboard at 

back. It will also allow to have required space for connectors and wiring between sensors 

and ICU. To the frame will be installed easy removable plates.   

The planetary sensor suite will be provided in one single block. It contains: 

- The IMU 

- TIR camera 

- ToF Camera 

- Wide Angle Illumination 

- HR Camera and Pattern Projector 

- ICU (the current mass is a worst case, refinement are on-going) 

The planetary suite overall mass foreseen is 11.5 kg (assuming an ICU of 5 kg).  

 

Figure 37 – Planetary suite mechanical housing 

 

The housing is part of the development of the next work package and will be adapted to the 

sensor and system needs if needed. 
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 Sensor outputs  1.5.2

Table 5 I3DS Sensors Raw and Pre-processed outputs for both orbital and planetary configurations 
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 Sensors summary  1.5.3

Table 6 I3DS Sensor characteristics for both orbital and planetary configurations 
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Table 7 I3DS Sensor performances 

 

 

Name Manufacturer Subs
Output Data 

Type
Data Unit Measurement Range

Time Response 

(at 63%)
Random Noise Maximal Bias Error

Scale Factor 

(error drift)

EU Quaternion Ø 360deg (3D), max. rate 2deg/s TBD
X/Y: 1.5 arcsec (1 σ)

Z: 9 arcsec (1 σ)
1 arcsec per 10 degC N/A

Angular rate deg/hr +/- 490 deg/s

Delta-angle deg 0-360 degs

Linear 

acceleration
m/s 2̂ +/- 10 g 

Delta-velocity m/s -

distance m <0,2; 250> m
0.4m @250m

0.1m @100m

Res.: 1.79m @250m

0.39m @100m
-

speed km/h < -400; +200 > km/h 0.1 km/h
Res.: 0.37m/s @250m

0.43m/s @100m
-

azimuth angle deg

elevation angle deg

STEREO CAM COSINE - 2x Gray images DN 60 dB 66.7 ms N/A N/A N/A

TIR CAMERA COSINE - Thermal image DN 8 - 12 μm TBD N/A N/A N/A

HR CAMERA COSINE - Gray image DN 60 dB 66.7 ms N/A N/A N/A

WIDE 

ILLUMINATION
SINTEF - Light - N/A 100 ms N/A N/A N/A

PATTERN 

PROJECTOR
SINTEF - Structured Light - 2-3 m 100 ms N/A N/A N/A

F/T SENSOR PIAP - Force/Torque 
N

N/m
± 1000 N / ± 50 Nm 0.2 ms < 0,1 % < 0,1 % <0,03%/10degC

TACTILE 

SENSOR
PIAP - Force N 0-3 kN 0.2 ms < 0,1 % < 0,1 % <0,03%/10degC

LIDAR BEAMAGINE - Point cloud DN
Range: 100 m 

FoV : 35deg
333 ms 0.02 m TBD TBD

HR CAMERA
BASLER

/ZEISS
Camera + Lens Gray image DN 60 dB 40 ms N/A N/A N/A

TOF BASLER -

Point cloud

Intensity image

Confidence map

DN 13 m 50 ms 0.01 m TBD TBD

20deg FOV (full cone)

30deg SEA (half-cone)

General Accuracy

STR TERMA

OH
Pixel value 

intensity

Digital 

Number

(DN)

Bias : 15°/h

Bias instability : 0.1°/hr

Bias repeatability : 20°/h

Random walk : 0.02°/√hr

250 ppm

- - - -

IMU
TAS-UK

(DMU-30)

Gyro

5 ms

0.05 °/s (rms)

-

- 60 ms

Accelero 0.9 mg (rms)

Bias : 1.5mg

Bias instability : 15μg

Bias repeatability : 3.5mg

Random walk : 

0.05m/s/√hr

250 ppm

HF RADAR HERTZ

<-40; +40> deg @ 100m

<-60; +60> deg @ 20m

0.1deg @250m

1.0deg @100m

Res.: 1.6deg @250m

4.5deg @100m
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2 OG4 Interfaces Requirements with the Other OGs 

 OG4 Interfaces with the other OGs 2.1

 System Breakdown 2.1.1

The following system breakdown was presented in the template provided by the SRC and it 

give a macroscopic view of the interfaces to foresee between each OG.  

 
Figure 38 – Interface classes linking the products of the OGs 

 

 General description  2.1.2

I3DS is the Operational Grant n° 4 among six other Operational Grant in the frame of the 

H2020 Strategic Research Cluster on Space Robotics Technologies. 

Each OG deals with different aspects of a robotic system whether it is for orbital or planetary 

track. 

OG6 

 
 

 

OG1 

 
 
 

OG2 

OG5 

OG3 

OG4 

Software 

Functional 

Mec./Elec./Data 
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Figure 39 – Overview of the system integration of the OGs from [AD1] 

 

Each OG has a defined scope of activity within the SRC and specific set of deliverables 

meant to complement each other. 

There is no integration of all the OGs foreseen at the end of this H2020 but all interfacing 

shall be planned ahead in order to facilitate a future fusion. 

From OG4 point of view here are the interactions foreseen with the other OGs. 

 

Figure 40 – OG4 interactions with the other OGs 

These six activities are running parallel in respect to a specific timeline and have to meet the 

same reviews and milestones in order to follow the structure of an industrial project. 
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OG4 planned specific interactions with the different OGs during the course of the project. 

 

Figure 41 – OG4 deliverables to the other OGs 

 

The following functional diagram has been established which clarifies the interfaces with the 

other OGs from OG4 point of view. 

 

 

Figure 42 – OG4 I3DS interaction functional diagram 
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 Conventions 2.1.3

As described in the ICD template provided by the SRC, the following conventions are 

established to name uniquely interfaces : 

 

Fields names-> BETWEEN  TYPE Major 
sequence 

Minor 
sequence 

version.revisi
on 

Field spec. -> OGx-OGy L nnn mmm V i.j 

Example -> OG1-OG6/s/001/001/V0.1 

 

● The BETWEEN field establishes the placement of the interface. In the spec. x,y 

correspond to the numerals of the OGs and so x,y ∈[1-6]  and always x<y 

● The TYPE  literal defines the nature of interfaces and is defined as: 

○ D data 

○ F functional 

○ P power 

○ O operational/procedural 

○ S  software 

○ M mechanical 

○ T thermal 

○ E Electrical (added by OG4 especially for the requirements with OG5) 

● The two sequence numbers (Major and Minor) are meant to provide further 

categorization of the interface in 2 levels 

● The version revision field is to provide for the ability to evolve the interface. 
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 OG1 – ESROCOS 2.2

 Description of the interface 2.2.1

OG1 “ESROCOS” activity is to design the Robot Control Operating Software, they are 

responsible of the middleware for the overall system. 

All communication with the OG4 sensor suite will go through the OG1 middleware, and 

therefore the OG1 specification of communication primitives and design philosophy will be 

central for the design of the OG4 interface. 

This also means that OG4 only has data and software interfaces with OG1, while the 

interfaces to OG2 and OG3 software are purely functional acting entirely through OG4 

primitives. This reflects the purpose of middleware to reduce the coupling between producers 

and consumers of information. 

 

 

Figure 43 – Interface OG4 to OG1/2/3 Software through the OG1 middleware 

 

The use of OG1 software in OG4 limited as it runs on the ICU that is a separate system from 

the OBC and communicates with the other OG's over SpaceWire links with package format 

in ASN.1 as specified by OG1. Thus, OG4 will not require the full operating system and 

middleware suite from OG1, but rather a subset of the tools, primarily for message encoding, 

and the specification of communication patterns. 

The ICD has been discussed between OG4 and OG1 and most of the requirements has 

been accepted.  

There is no mass memory in I3DS, OG4 will push the data in the defined ASN.1 message 

formats according to OG1 specifications. It is OG2 and OG3 responsibility to consume the 

data. 

 Functional Requirements 2.2.2

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG1/F/001/000/V0.1 OG4 sends measurements for each sensor in the 
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product tree and accepts commands for controlling 

the sensor suite as messages sent through the OG1 

middleware. 

OG4-OG1/F/002/000/V0.1 OG4 does not discriminate on the senders of 

commands or receivers of measurements. 

OG4-OG1/F/003/000/V0.1 OG4 exchanges ASN.1 messages using a transport 

layer provided by OG1 as packets over the 

SpaceWire/ Ethernet protocol. 

 Data Requirements 2.2.3

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG1/D/001/000/V0.1 OG1 shall provide an ASN.1 type to configure a 

SpaceWire/Ethernet connection in TASTE. 

OG4-OG1/D/002/000/V0.1 OG4 define its messages for measurements and 

commands using the ASN.1 standard and the basic 

data types defined by OG1. This awaits the formal 

definition of base types by OG1. 

OG4-OG1/D/003/000/V0.1 OG4 uses the PER encoding defined in the ASN.1 

standard when feasible. 

 

 Operational Requirements 2.2.4

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG1/O/001/000/V0.1 OG1 is able to handle incoming messages at the 

configured rate on the SpaceWire/Ethernet 

interfaces. OG4 does not buffer messages and lost 

messages cannot be retrieved. 

OG4-OG1/O/002/000/V0.1 OG1 provides mechanisms for time 

synchronisation. 

 

 Software Requirements 2.2.5

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG1/S/001/000/V0.1 OG1 shall provide a SpaceWire/Ethernet driver for 

RTEMS in the selected reference board, and shall 

provide the bus driver model in TASTE for use by 

the applications. 
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OG4-OG1/S/002/000/V0.1 OG4 uses ASN.1 compiler provided by OG1 to 

generate the encoders and decoders per with the 

PER format. 

OG4-OG1/S/003/000/V0.1 OG4 uses other tools from OG1 such as AADL and 

SDL tools for ease of interoperability and analysis. 
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 OG2 – ERGO  2.3

 Description of the interface 2.3.1

OG2 “ERGO” activity is to elaborate the Robot Guidance Control, OG2 is autonomy level of 

the project. 

All OG2 communication with OG4 goes through the primitives of the OG1 middleware, and 

are subjected to the requirements set for the OG1/OG4 interface. Thus, OG4 does not have 

a data and software interfaces with OG2. 

 

 

Figure 44 – OG4 interface with OG2 autonomy software through OG1 middleware 

 

It is expected that OG2 primarily will use the results of the sensor fusion by OG3, and not the 

direct sensor measurements provided by OG4. However, there is a provision for OG2 using 

raw sensor data, for instance for scientific purposes, and for OG2 to command and configure 

OG4 sensors directly. As stated in the OG1 interface, OG4 does not discriminate on the 

sender or receiver of messages, so this should not represent a large obstacle given that OG2 

and OG3 coordinate on who is sending commands to OG4. 

The ICD has been discussed between OG4 and OG2 and most of the requirements has 

been accepted. 

There is no mass memory in I3DS, OG4 will push the data in the defined ASN.1 message 

formats according to OG1 specifications. It is OG2 and OG3 responsibility to consume the 

data. 

 

 Functional Requirements 2.3.2

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG2/F/001/000/V0.1 OG2 receives the same sensor data as OG3 (refer to 

their functional requirements section) through the 

OG1 middleware, and can therefore use raw 
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measurement data without sensor fusion if needed. 

OG4-OG2/F/002/000/V0.1 OG4 provides proprioceptive sensors (F/T, IMU, 

STR) raw data to OG2. 

OG4-OG2/F/003/000/V0.1 OG4 provides an interface for selected individual 

sensor configuration that could be used by OG2. 

This is complementary to the operational modes 

that support several active sensors with predefined 

configurations. 

OG4-OG2/F/004/000/V0.1 OG4 will provide to OG2 interfaces for determining 

the status and diagnostics of sensors. 

 Data Requirements 2.3.3

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG2/D/001/000/V0.1 OG2 supports ASN.1 messages defined by OG4 

following the OG1 specification for all 

communication with OG4. 

OG4-OG2/D/002/000/V0.1 OG4 will be able to provide to OG2 images from the 

cameras. 

OG4-OG2/D/003/000/V0.1 OG4 will provide to OG2 performed contact status. 

OG4-OG2/D/004/000/V0.1 OG4 will provide to OG2 Force (Fx, Fy, Fz) and 

Torque (Tx, Ty, Tz) validated measurements. 

 Operational Requirements 2.3.4

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG2/O/001/000/V0.1 OG4 does not check the sender of command 

messages, therefore OG2 and OG3 must coordinate 

commanding of OG4 to avoid conflicting 

commands. 

OG4-OG2/O/002/000/V0.1 OG4 does not store measurements for later 

retrieval, therefore OG2 receives the data at the 

specified rate. 

OG4-OG2/O/003/000/V0.1 OG2 is responsible for initialising and power up of 

OG4 sensors suite in a coordinated way.  
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 OG3 – INFUSE  2.4

 Description of the interface 2.4.1

OG3 “INFUSE” activity is to develop the Data Fusion framework building block. 

All OG3 communication with OG4 goes through the primitives of the OG1 middleware, and 

are subjected to the requirements set for the OG1/OG4 interface. Therefore, OG4 does not 

have data or software interfaces with OG3. 

 

 

Figure 45 – OG4 interface with OG3 sensor data fusion software through OG1 middleware 

OG3 is the prime consumer of sensor measurements from OG4 performing sensor fusion 

that again is provided to OG2 for control, autonomy and science. OG4 will coordinate the 

sensor performances, configurations and pre-processing with the needs of OG3. However, 

there is a provision for OG2 using raw sensor data, for instance for scientific purposes.  

It has been decided to have OG2 instructed OG3 to produce data products, and OG3 in turn 

commanded the corresponding operational modes of OG4 to be activated  in order to 

simplify the interface between OG2-OG3-OG4 and in order to avoid conflicting commands. 

There is no mass memory in I3DS, OG4 will push the data in the defined ASN.1 message 

formats according to OG1 specifications. It is OG2 and OG3 responsibility to consume the 

data. 

 Functional Requirements  2.4.2

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG3/F/001/000/V0.1 OG4 I3DS ensures compatibility with OG3 Common 

Data Fusion Framework. 

OG4-OG3/F/002/000/V0.1 OG4 supports operational modes as the primary 

way of controlling the sensor suite. Each mode 

consists of a set of active sensors with a given 

configuration and possible pre-processing steps 

known by OG3, and is verified to operate correctly 
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with regards to throughput and latency. 

OG4-OG3/F/003/000/V0.1 OG4 provides a list of specific modes per use-case 

to operate the sensor suite ensuring the limitations 

of available data rates, bandwidth and power 

consumption. 

OG4-OG3/F/004/000/V0.1 OG4 receives commands from OG3 to enable pre-

defined sensors configurations and sensors data 

provisions. 

OG4-OG3/F/005/000/V0.1 OG4 provides sensor measurements and accepts 

commands through the OG1 middleware. The 

supported sensors are listed in the product tree. 

OG4-OG3/F/006/000/V0.1 OG4 performs pre-processing for the Stereo 

Camera, the High Resolution Camera and the 

Thermal InfraRed Camera.  

OG4-OG3/F/007/000/V0.1 OG4 performs the following pre-processing for the 

Stereo Camera: 

- Lens Vignetting 

- Histogram Equalisation 

- Optical Distortion (Lens radial and geometric 

distortion correction) 

- Stereo Rectification 

OG4-OG3/F/008/000/V0.1 OG4 performs the following pre-processing for the 

High Resolution Camera: 

- Lens Vignetting Correction  

- Histogram Equalisation 

- Optical Distortion Correction 

- Structured Light Pattern Detection  

- Depth Map/Point Cloud Production from 

Structured Light  

OG4-OG3/F/009/000/V0.1 OG4 performs the following pre-processing for the 

Thermal InfraRed Camera: 

- Lens Vignetting Correction 

- Histogram Equalisation 

- Optical Distortion Correction 

OG4-OG3/F/010/000/V0.1 OG4 provides to OG3 either raw sensors data or 

pre-processed data. Both cannot be performed 

simultaneously. 

OG4-OG3/F/011/000/V0.1 OG4 performs time stamping for pre-processed and 
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raw data.  

 Data Requirements 2.4.3

ID                                 Requirements  

OG4-OG3/D/001/000/V0.1 OG3 supports ASN.1 messages defined by OG4 

following OG1 specification for all communication 

with OG4. 

OG4-OG3/D/002/000/V0.1 OG4 sensor measurements provided to OG3 are 

defined in ASN.1 using OG1 specified base types. 

OG4-OG3/D/003/000/V0.1 OG4 provides data samples (simulated and actual) 

to OG3 throughout the course of the project. 

OG4-OG3/D/004/000/V0.1 OG4 provides metadata related to the pre-

processing steps the sensor data has gone 

through. The metadata is provided through a 

different interface that the data itself and it is 

timestamped. 

 Operational Requirements 2.4.4

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG3/O/001/000/V0.1 The operational mode functionality will be 

implemented in order to be configurable. 

OG4-OG3/O/002/000/V0.1 OG4 does not check the sender of command 

messages, therefore OG2 and OG3 must coordinate 

commanding of OG4 to avoid conflicting 

commands. 

OG4-OG3/O/003/000/V0.1 OG4 does not store measurements for later 

retrieval, therefore OG3 receives the data at the 

specified rate. 

OG4-OG3/O/004/000/V0.1 Before any interaction between OG4 and OG3 can 

take place both modules have to be initialised. It 

assumed that OG2 is responsible for the 

initialisation of the different components, and OG1 

is responsible for the initialisation of OG2. 
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 OG5 - SIROM 2.5

 Description of the interface 2.5.1

OG5 “SIROM” activity is to develop a set of interfaces (mechanical, data, electrical and 

thermal) that will allow coupling of payload to platform or robot manipulators or to other 

payloads. 

In the frame of the project, not all I3DS can be considered as APM (Active Payload Module) 

therefore OG5 interface can be implemented between one sensor and the ICU. SIROM 

usage requires specific designs of APM and cannot be used as connecting elements to any 

kind of unit. The ICU, for instance, is not fit to SIROM usage in the course of this project. 

However, SIROM connector purpose is to be the standard physical interface between APMs 

(single sensor or ICU+sensors). 

 

Figure 46 – OG4-OG5 Interfaces 

 Power Requirements 2.5.2

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG5/P/001/000/V0.1 OG5 provides a flexible power cable arrangement 

(N+R) to enable peripherals in the range 10W to 

300W and bus voltages in the range 5V to 100V to 

be specified. 

OG4-OG5/P/002/000/V0.1 OG5 specifies that the destination device shall use 

isolating power supplies to reduce common mode 

voltage differences between source and destination 
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OG4-OG5/P/003/000/V0.1 OG5 specifies a non-current carrying 0 V reference 

signal to establish a 0V reference between both 

sides of the interface. 

OG4-OG5/P/004/000/V0.1 OG5 provides a separate power cables (N+R) for 

survival heaters. 

 Electrical Requirements 2.5.3

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG5/E/001/000/V0.1 OG5 routes the electrical interfaces either between 

the ICU and the platform or between the sensors 

and the ICU. 

OG4-OG5/E/002/000/V0.1 OG5 SIROM interconnect provides pass through 

data interfaces which maintain the signal integrity 

of the applicable electrical standard: 

- SpaceWire (N+R) 

- Analog Thermistor interfaces  

OG4-OG5/E/003/000/V0.1 The SIROM SPACEWIRE lines are in form of cable 

assemblies as defined in the ECSS-E-50-12 §4.2 

with female connector plug, here recalled to be nine 

contact micro-miniature D-type 340102901B 9P as 

defined in ESA/SCC Detailed Specification No. 

3401/029. 

 

 Mechanical Requirements 2.5.4

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG5/M/001/000/V0.1 OG5 mechanical interface shall be compatible with 

OG4 mechanical interface at sensor level  or ICU 

level. 

OG4-OG5/M/002/000/V0.1 OG5 provides a mechanical model of their SIROM 

interface. 

 

 Thermal Requirements 2.5.5

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG5/T/001/000/V0.1 OG5 provides heat transfer for OG4 I3DS. 
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 OG6 - FACILITATORS 2.6

 Description of the interface 2.6.1

OG6 “FACILITATORS” provides the facilities to the different OGs in order to do the validation 

for both orbital and planetary scenarios. 

The OG6 facilities chosen for OG4 are the GMV facilities in Spain for the orbital 

demonstration and the ADS facilities in the UK for the planetary demonstration. 

OG4 and OG6 are working iteratively on the validation plan of I3DS in OG6 premises in order 

to prepare the final testing.  

The scenarios for testing foreseen by OG4 are the following. 

Orbital testing scenario: 

For the orbital use case, the mission scenario focuses on the rendezvous and capture of a 
cooperative satellite. In the scope of the on-orbit servicing, the mission is split into the 
following main steps:  

- 1. Far-range approach: the servicer performs absolute navigation using its inertial 
sensors to come closer to the target (e.g., from 10km to 200m) until it is within the 
field of view of the relative sensors; 

- 2. Medium-range approach: the servicer acquires the target with the relative 
sensors with the longest functional range (e.g., HF Radar and Lidar), and starts the 
relative navigation phase to safely approach it in the range 50-20m; 

- 3. Close-range observation: an observation and inspection phase at a minimum 
safe distance of 20m allows to initialise the filters and the estimators of the target 
dynamics using the Lidar and Stereo camera measurements. Its relative position and 
attitude are estimated and then propagated through the filters. The use of the wide 
illumination will provide better inputs for an accurate image; 

- 4. Close-range rendezvous: a rendezvous trajectory is computed and followed by 
the servicer bus to reach a safe position close to the target. The arm remains folded 
during this phase. Visual markers and retro-reflectors might be located on the target 
to improve the accuracy of the attitude estimation and its robustness to lighting 
conditions; 

- 5. Mating: the servicer bus performs a station keeping close to the target and unfold 
its robotic arm, embedding the HR camera, the Pattern projector and the Contact 
Unit. Once the end-effector is aligned with the target mating interface, a final motion is 
performed along a normal direction to catch the target and to stiffen the physical 
contact by docking both vehicles; 

- 6. Target servicing: After docking the target or using a second robotic arm, the 
servicing tasks, like refuelling, or change of an active payload, are performed by the 
servicer. During this phase, the servicer maintain an inertial attitude of the stack 
system to maintain both the Sun and Earth pointing for electrical power generation 
and ground communication.  
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During this scenario, the target may be considered to be slowly tumbling at a maximum rate 
of 4°/s. Depending on the results obtained during the test campaign, this tumbling rate will 
be increased from 0°/s to a maximum of 4°/s. The most sensitive elements of the control loop 
to this tumbling rate will be the image processing and the attitude estimator of the target, as 
well as the computation of the rendezvous trajectory. 

 

For the validation of the I3DS orbital suite, the selected phases are : 

- the close-range observation (3), 
- the mating phase (5) without the contact. 

 

Planetary testing scenario: 

The validation scenario foreseen to be tested in OG6 facilities for the planetary 

demonstration includes three main operations: 

- Mapping / Localization: The rover navigates the surface acquiring point clouds to 

generate DEM and perform relative localization 

- Site / Sample Characterization: The rover acquires information about a site or sample  

- Sampling Monitoring: While rover is acquiring a sample, the operation shall be 

monitored to ensure sample preservation (i.e. do not heat-up the sample) 

There are no data, software or operational requirements since OG4 brings its own acquisition 

system. 

The open point left is the earth analog testing for the planetary scenario.  

 

 Functional Requirements 2.6.2

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG6/F/001/000/V0.1 OG4 validates in OG6 facilities: 

- The re-configurability and the modularity (plug-

in concept) of OG4 I3DS 

- The measurements of the different sensors in 

accordance to what is expected in terms of data 

rate and accuracy 

OG4-OG6/F/002/000/V0.1 OG4 performs the validation of I3DS features in the 

orbital scenario through indoor testing. 

OG4-OG6/F/003/000/V0.1 OG4 performs the validation of I3DS features in the 

planetary scenario through outdoor testing.  

OG4-OG6/F/004/000/V0.1 OG4 performs the validation during two distinct 

weeks in OG6 (one week for the orbital 

demonstration and one week for the planetary 
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demonstration). 

OG4-OG6/F/005/000/V0.1 OG6 reproduces the dynamics and environmental 

conditions to fit the test scenarios defined by OG4. 

OG4-OG6/F/006/000/V0.1 OG4 provides the two sensor suites (one orbital 

and one planetary) and the sensor data acquisition 

system for the orbital scenario during the two 

weeks of demonstration in OG6 facilities. 

OG4-OG6/F/007/000/V0.1 OG6  provides an absolute measurement system to 

validate the sensor suite outputs by having an 

inertial reference: an independent method to 

establish time, position, accuracy, speed,… of I3DS 

sensor suites. 

OG4-OG6/F/008/000/V0.1 OG6 provides illumination device to reproduce the 

sunlight. 

OG4-OG6/F/009/000/V0.1 OG6 provides satellite mock-ups for testing: 

- With heaters (for planetary track only) 

- With Retro reflectors 

- With Visual markers 

OG4-OG6/F/010/000/V0.1 OG6 provides the 3D Technical Draw of the mock-

ups including position of heaters (for planetary 

track only), visual aids and markers and the 

position of the grapple fixtures. 

OG4-OG6/F/011/000/V0.1 OG6 cannot test the HF Radar. 

OG4-OG6/F/012/000/V0.1 OG6 provides the method to be used to correlate 

their independent reference of time position and 

orientation of I3DS sensor suites with the 

timestamps recorded in the sensor suite data. 

 

 Data Requirements  2.6.3

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG6/D/001/000/V0.1 OG4 provides the data acquisition system for the 

testing of the orbital and the planetary scenario. 

OG4-OG6/D/002/000/V0.1 OG6 reference data are synchronised time stamp 

with OG4 data acquisition system with NTP. 

OG4-OG6/D/003/000/V0.1 OG6 provides the following inertial measurement 
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and commanded data: 

- Position, attitude and speed of I3DS sensor 

suite 

- Position, attitude and speed of mock-up 

- Position and speed of the rail motion for the 

robotic bench 

OG4-OG6/D/004/000/V0.1 OG6 provides the environmental data during the 

testing: 

- Illumination status ON/OFF  

- Illumination power  

- Mock-up reflectivity (different surfaces) (if 

possible) 

- Mock-up heating temperature (for the planetary 

track only) 

OG4-OG6/D/005/000/V0.1 OG6 shall provide to OG4 the realised trajectory 

computed by the robots telemetry. 

OG4-OG6/D/006/000/V0.1 OG6, will provide OG4 the 6DOF data of the motion 

of the rover platform after the tests as a time-

stamped text file (baseline). 

OG4-OG6/D/007/000/V0.1 OG6, provides OG4 with the reference frame of the 

positioning data in ADS_ICD_POS_001 – “Airbus 

Mars Yard Ground Truth Position System ICD”, 

v1.0, 17/04/2017 

OG4-OG6/D/008/000/V0.1 OG6, provides OG4 with the position sensor API 

should there be an expressed need for it as the test 

scenario is developed (alternative backup). The API 

and interface are detailed in ADS_ICD_POS_001 – 

“Airbus Mars Yard Ground Truth Position System 

ICD”, v1.0, 17/04/2017 

 Power Requirements 2.6.4

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG6/P/001/000/V0.1 OG6 provides main power to the sensor suites and 

the acquisition system of 220/240 VAC. 

OG4-OG6/P/002/000/V0.1 OG4 provides details of the power interfaces for 

each of the sensor unit(s) if an interface is required 

to the OG6 rover platform. 
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 Operational Requirements  2.6.5

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG6/O/001/000/V0.1 OG4 I3DS cannot be tested without OG4 

representatives presence. 

 

 Mechanical Requirements 2.6.6

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG6/M/001/000/V0.1 OG4 I3DS suites housing are compliant to OG6 

mechanical interface with the robotic arm and the 

rover. 

OG4-OG6/M/002/000/V0.1 OG6 performs validation scenarios within the 

limitations of the mechanical load supported by 

OG4 housings. 

OG4-OG6/M/003/000/V0.1 OG4 sensors suites mass is under 20 kg. 

OG4-OG6/M/004/000/V0.1 OG4 orbital sensor suite is provided in three parts:  

- One part for the ICU and IMU 

- One part for the heaviest sensors (lidar, radar, 

star tracker) 

- One part for the lightest sensors (stereo camera, 

high resolution camera, illumination devices, 

and contact unit) 

OG4-OG6/M/005/000/V0.1 OG4 planetary sensor suite is provided in one 

block.  

OG4-OG6/M/006/000/V0.1 OG4 provides the contact interface unit model. 

OG4-OG6/M/007/000/V0.1 OG4 I3DS sensor suites shall not be used in wet 

weather. 

OG4-OG6/M/008/000/V0.1 OG4 I3DS orbital sensor suite shall not be used in 

dusty environment. 

OG4-OG6/M/009/000/V0.1 OG4 will provide the integrated and tested sensor 

suite box(es) together with the necessary 

mechanical drawings indicating the position of the 

internal reference frame with respect to the 

mounting fixtures 

OG4-OG6/M/010/000/V0.1 The OG4 sensor suite box will include 4 sets of 
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holes, placed at corners of the box, for mounting 

laser retro-reflectors needed for calibration of OG6 

facility with detailed dimensions provided by OG6. 

OG4-OG6/M/011/000/V0.1 OG4 provides the necessary details about the 

sensor suite configuration including number of 

units, required accommodation on-board the rover 

and mechanical interfaces of the units. 

 Thermal Requirements 2.6.7

ID                                 Requirements applicable to I3DS 

OG4-OG6/T/001/000/V0.1 OG6 facilities maintains an ambient [15°C-25°C] 

room temperature during all the testing. 

OG4-OG6/T/002/000/V0.1 OG6 performs validation scenarios within the 

limitations of the thermal constraints supported by 

OG4 housings. 
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3 Conclusion 

This document describes the core of the SRC project and OG4 building block by highlighting 

the definition of I3DS and its interfaces and integration into an overall robotic system in 

coordination with the other Operational Grants.  
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APPENDIXES 

 

None 


